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The Editor Speaks-Writes
by Lisa Hertel

'■ £ •: C- < h $

First, I'd like to apologize for this issue being a little late, but 1 will catch up with a quick turn-around for the next one. In 
this issue. Evelyn Leeper gives us her LoneStarCon report, with its usual plethora ot programming. This is followed closely 
by another Orbila Dicta by Bob Devney. I'd like to congratulate Bob on getting nine nominations for Fan Writer—only 
three less than Michael A. Burstein, the Campbell award winner, received as Fan Writer (net personality Gharlane ot Eddore 
came between them with eleven).

This issue is again sprinkled with lan Gunn's cartoons, including the last episode ot Space*Time Buccaneers. For those 
of you who’ve enjoyed the series, there's more—a six episode prologue will begin in the next Proper Boskonian. Also 
scheduled for next time is a NESFA Short Story contest winner. This Is Your Brain Online; a report of a pro-space march; 
and more. And, of course, those letters and any e-mail you, our readers, might send. 1 appreciate the feedback, positive or 
negative. 1 hope you enjoy this issue!

Art by Ian Gunn
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Initial Comments
This report was the first written "as it happened." That is, by the lime I left a panel, my report was pretty much written up. rather than just 

notes, fhis was necessary since we were doing a five-week trip, and 1 wasn't going to have much lime afterwards to pull it together. Whether 
this has affected my style-—or lack thereof—or informational content—ditto—I would be interested in knowing. It doesn't seem to have 
alfected the length.

LoneStarCon 2. the 57* World Science Fiction Convention, was held August 28 through September 1. 1997. in San Antonio. Texas. 
Attendance was somewhere around 4000: accurate figures were not forthcoming on a regular basis.

The street between the Marriott Rivcrccntcr and the Marriott Riverwalk hotels served as an excellent wind tunnel, and with the heat one 
got a passable imitation of a desert sirocco. We talk about terraforming Mars: perhaps we should start with San Antonio.

Registration
There were no lines when we registered, but that was at 3 PM Wednesday. There was also no film schedule, no program participant 

ribbons, no freebie table, or pretty much anything else. The freebie table, it turns out. was in the Convention Center (early registration was in 
the Marriott Rivercenter). The program grid sheets appeared Thursday morning. The ribbons were in Program Ops in the Convention Center 
Thursday.

Programming
Going into this. I found there was at least one interesting item in almost every- slot. In fact, out of the forty daytime slots. I liked something 

thirty-eight of them. Clearly, this was an unmaintainable schedule, and in fact, two items got bagged the first afternoon. This was due to a 
variety of factors: delays al site selection voting, panels running over their filly-minute deadlines, and consecutive panels being on the first and 
third floors. (Until I discovered the elevator, the only way to get from one to the other was to go outside, climb a spiral staircase, go inside, 
cross a hall, lake the escalator up. and find the room. I his took longer than the time between panels, especially when they ran overtime.) The 
up escalator was frequently broken.

In a move that generated much discussion. LoneStarCon 2 scheduled twenty other events opposite each of the Guest of I lonor speeches or 
interviews. They also scheduled no program items in the evenings opposite the Hugos. Masquerade, etc., or even before or alter them. Now 
even if they didn’t want to add more programming. it seems to me that everyone would have been better served by scheduling at least some of 
those twenty items in the evenings.

t here was no film program, and the video program was less than inspired (primarily Hugo nominees). I yearn for the days of seeing 
obscure silent and foreign science fiction and fantasy films al Worldcon.
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Name cards were available (1 saw them at one panel), but not well distributed (many panels rf/c/n '/ have them). This is a serious problem, 

although in some of the larger rooms they would have been unreadable from the back anyway.
Panels of seven people with one table that seals five and only one microphone arc a bad idea. The single microphone for each panel 

seemed to be a requirement for taping the panels, and was annoying as all get-out. Yes, you can record from multiple microphones, but then 
someone would have had to pay for a mixer, etc., and the convention was on a light budget. In my opinion, since the taping is a commercial 
enterprise, the convention should have told them. “We are having multiple microphones in rooms with large panels. If you want to tape, then 
yozz pay for the mixer." (Mark fell that the lapers were even more annoying, lealleting all the chairs in the room, requiring announcements at 
the beginning of each session, and forcing the panel to repeat every audience question for the tape.)

Materials
I'he Pocket Program was the now-traditional spiral-bound book. There were descriptions for some of the items, but not all—even the 

panelists didn't know what they were supposed to be about (descriptions are included where available). 1 thought the restaurant listings were 
pretty sparse, especially for places within walking distance. (Denny's, a block away, was not even mentioned. Another restaurant that was 
mentioned had apparently been replaced by a Taco Bell a while ago.) Also, a price range wras not always listed. And one occasionally ran into 
statements such as, " The Riverwalk helps make San Antonio one of the four unique cities in America."

I'he badges were large, but the names w ere in fairly small print (about a half-inch high). This meant you couldn't see the name of someone 
you were talking to unless your peered at their badge. Taking up a third of the space on the badge was the LoneStarCon 2 logo; another third 
was a purple San Antonio logo on the badge holder. The latter was undoubtedly the reason for the small print, and probably put there by 
whoever contributed the badge holders.

In fact, the print in everything was far too small. 1 had difficulty reading the maps in the Pocket Program, among other things.
The Voodoo Board and the Party Board were in the Exhibits area, which was closed between 8 PM and 10 AM. The Party Board was 

moved over to the party hotel, but no one could check for or leave messages in the evening or early morning.

Green Room
I’he Green Room was well supplied with lemonade and iced tea in addition to the usual soda and coffee. They also had a little "medicine 

chest." with things like aspirin, contact lens cleaner, and so on a nice touch. What was missing was a clock so the panelists would know when 
it was time to leave.

Dealer's Room
I here were some good book dealers, but it seems as though there is an increasing percentage of non-book dealers. The room was smaller 

than previous Worldcon dealer's rooms have been. Even so, 1 have to report that while cargo vests arc normally ideal, they arc not up to an 
initial pass through a Worldcon dealers room.

Panels

Materials of Tomorrow
Thursday, 1 PM
Catherine Asaro, Genny Dazzo, James C. Glass, Bart Kemper (moderator) 
'Skyhooks are just the beginning1 The importance of material science in determining our 
future: buckyballs, buckytubes, aerogel, superconducting wires, dendrimers, etc."

All the panelists had technical backgrounds and have been involved in developing 
"unoblainium.” or as Kemper said, the sort of materials about which one says, "We 
need something but we don't have it yet. please help us God." 

Glass said it was till rather cookbook certain structures seem to favor supercon
ductivity, such as those w ilh chain structures or complex cage-type structures 
organized in layers. "You just start testing them." "You assign your eight graduate 
students to it." “It’s just trial and error and with luck you' II hit on a superconduc
tor." They have seen some anomalies at room temperature but nothing definite in
R I SC’s. ’ (-------

Asaro likes to "play" (in her writing) with buckminsterfullerene (so called 
because the first form found was a buckyball). Buckytubes arc a form of this kind of carbon in very' strong strings. "You could make a skyhook 
w ith these strings." "You can strengthen your spaceship hulls w ith it." Ils bonds are even self-healing! (I his sounds a lot like I he Man in the 
White Suit.)

Kemper talked briefly about actual applications: for example, aerogel. Aerogel was developed decades ago and is "super-cooled silly 
putty." Il doesn't transmit heat, and is currently being used for insulating the Martian Rover. But other than that, it hasn't gotten out much. It's 
silicone gel with lots of air bubbles; when it's perfectly clear, they can pul it between your window's, and your windows will be better insulating 
materials than your walls. Why not use aerogel now within the walls? Well, there's an extrusion problem and it's expensive. (It's being 
developed at Lawrence-Livermore Labs.)

One problem is that when a new material is developed, there’s always some new' problem (lubrication, temperature, translation, etc.). I art 
of what helps pay for all the space technology is that vacuum is very important, and "vacuum is very- expensive down here, but real cheap in 
space." As Kemper cited Shakespeare. "Vacuum is much ado about nothing." (Asaro pointed out the many spin-offs from space; Velcro. 
Teflon, and Tang.)

Someone noted that the June 1997 Scientific American reported that spinning a superconductor seemed to result in a different gravitational 
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strength above and below the coil, but that hasn’t been confirmed by anyone else. (Can you say cold fusion?)

Dazzo writes about telecommunications, but works in pharmaceuticals that mimic the body's own materials so they arc not rejected. 1 his 
gets more important with the whole issue of cloning, because it’s all tied together in genetics. For example, she can model a lot oi this on 
computers, but that doesn’t say what will happen in the laboratory. Working with immune system has repercussions not only for AIDS, but also 
for cancer and many of the “orphan diseases.”

Glass said some people had wanted to try to get funding for designing micelles that would bond to both cancer drugs and tumor cells, so 
that it would target just the tumor rather than randomly attaching to cells.

Someone claimed that in Britain they were breeding chimeras between humans and pigs so they would produce spare organs (immune 
system) and bacon as well. Kemper said that there’s a story' there vis-a-vis "long pork.” but “we won't go there.”

"What is the status of the artificial spider silk?" Glass said all he knew was that it was the favorite ol German scientists. Dazzo said they 
were try ing to make bulletproof vests from it. but Kemper said it tended to curl up at high temperatures. With this. Kemper added, extrusion 
technology is the big issue.

Someone asked what the panelists' dream unobtainium is. Kemper’s wish is for machinable ceramics that won't shatter. Engines would be 
lighter and more efficient, and that would change everything. Asaro would like to sec a closer connection between the human mind and 
computers. "Pretty soon computers will be able to outthink us. Big Blue has already beaten a human chess master. Glass would like to see 
development of an organic superconductor: it would be malleable, formable, castable, and a good insulator. Barring that he would like a metallic 
superconductor at room temperature. Dazzo would like to see some kind of molecular structure that could be embedded in organic materials, to 
target specific parts of the body so we could work on them from the inside.

Kemper said regarding a question on fasteners. “You don't want something bolted together to fall apart. It s generally something very 
heavy or something you're in."

Kemper had to work hard to keep the audience/panel interplay from becoming too technical. This panel ignored the fifty-minute limit, but 
then most of them did.

John Norman Reading
Thursday. 1 PM

Mark went to this and reported that Norman was a somew hat quiet man w ho read a humorous short story' about an immortal and a 
psychiatrist, which was in the style of Esther Friesner.

SF Films
Thursday, 2 PM
John L. Flynn, Richard Gilliam (moderator), Joe Grillot, Theodore Krulik, Kurt Roth
“The good, the bad, and the ugly—a discussion of the past year’s cinema.”

Gilliam asked the panelists their best and worst of the last year. Krulik liked The Fifth Element, because it had a basic formulaic plot. 
Grillot enjoyed it also, and thought it was a fun film but didn’t take it seriously. He reminded the audience that seeing any nlm requires a 
suspension of disbelief. He thinks this year’s worst film is Event Horizon, and this year's best is Contact. Flynn agrees on ( ontact. but 
thought Mars Attacks and Men in Black are the worst. ("I know I w ill alienate half this room." "How about 90%? responded one audience 
member.) Flynn said that Contact was thoughtful, etc., but Men in Black was what Hollywood thought we wanted. Roth thought ( ontact the 
best and Event Horizon the worst, with Fishburne doing a sort of James I.Kirk impression (“Damn it. man. give me answers! ) Grillot later 
said he really enjoyed Mars Attacks and thought they were the bubble gum cards come to life. Krulik thought John 1 ravolta was very good in 
Phenomenon, but not very good in Michael.

The panelists spent a fair amount of time trashing Event Horizon. But Gilliam thought even worse was Batman and Robin. (He thought 
that Smilla's Sense of Snow was the best film of last year.) Roth pointed out that how you enjoy a film depends on your expectations, and 
Holly wood is really good at shooting itself in the foot (such as “promising" a monster in Event Horizon and not delivering).

Characterization, ideas, and style are what distinguishes the science fiction films we like, according to Flynn, but many films borrow their 
style from other films (Bladerunner. Alien, and so on). Flynn’s only complaint of Contact was that the use of Clinton fixed it too much in time. 
I le liked that it didn’t have aliens per se, although it had an alien presence. I his lets us fill in the images. Grillot thought the use of Clinton 
would help sell the film to non-science-fiction fans. Someone said that all of Sagan’s characters in C ontact were taken from real-life people in 
SF.TI.

I recommended Breaking the Waves and The Whole Wide World as two more good films from last year. Flynn liked television version of 
The Odyssey. No one commented on the two versions of 20.000 Leagues Under the Sea. Someone asked for comments on The Lost World. 
Flynn responded. "The silent film was really good." Someone else asked about Sliders. Gilliam said. “Friends of mine write Sliders so I m not 
going to comment on that.”

Gilliam watched Mars Attacks with a twenty-four-year-old Buddhist monk on his first trip outside the Himalayas, and though he liked the 
I’aj Mahal blow ing up. he didn’t completely understand it—and This Is Spinal Tap was even worse.

Gilliam said. “A romance belongs in Mimic as much as giant mutant cockroaches belong in Sleepless in Seattle." Gilliam said, "How about 
the dog who must survive? I want to sec them kill the dog." Someone pointed out that they did kill the dog. and two kids, in Mimic.

Grillot thought Starship Troopers and Alien Resurrection would have a major impact, but wouldn’t comment on it. /I Life Less Ordinary 
is also coming from the makers of Trainspotting.

Alternate Histories and Alternate Futures
Thursday. 4 PM
Chris Bunch, Brian Burley, Timothy Lane, Evelyn C. Leeper, William Sanders, Harry Turtledove (moderator)

Burley introduced himself by saying he had one of the largest collection of unpublished material in this genre, to which Sanders replied. 
“You'd be surprised." Lane said he concentrates on the historical aspects rather than minor details like literary quality. Sanders responded that 
Lane "lives in an alternate reality.” probably referring to Lane's political views. Sanders himself does mostly short stories on Native American 
themes these days, though he did write two alternate history novels a while back and had an alternate history in the March issue of Asimovs.
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The first question the panelists addressed was why alternate histories are so popular. 1 suggested that it is because alternate histories 

support the idea that small changes matter, that "one person can change the world." This gives the reader a feeling of power, even if they are 
actually powerless. Turtledove said he liked to look at alternate histories at the micro-historical level. For example, he got interested in history 
by reading Les-/ Darkness Fall by L.Sprague deCamp. If he hadn’t read that, he would not have gone into history, or met his wife, or ended up 
writing science fiction.

Turtledove also pointed out that "fiction is not primarily about the fictional world, it’s about the real world." and alternate history provides a 
"funhouse mirror” by which to view the world. Lane said that you sec alternate histories in historical studies, but they are called counterfactuals 
and treated somewhat dill’erently. Turtledove noted that the first alternate history was written by Livy, who asked what would have happened if 
.Alexander had turned west. As a good Roman, Livy assumed the Rome of that time would have defeated Alexander, which Turtledove found 
highly unlikely.

Sanders asked a question that comes up a lol: why is alternate history considered science fiction? He thought it was because science fiction 
fans like history. 1 said that at Rcadcrcon. Kim Stanley Robinson defined science fiction as "the history we cannot know.” and included 
alternate histories and prehistoric histories in it. as well as future histories. Turtledove suggested that alternate history is science fiction because 
science fiction writers write it. And it uses a very science fictional technique: change one thing, and extrapolate from that. Sanders said that he 
had recently heard the term "extrapolative fiction" suggested as a replacement for "science fiction." He also said that he was planning on 
writing a Stone Age romance titled Hominid Nurse.

Lane said he wanted to touch on the "Alternate Futures’’ part oflhe panel. For example, some authors (such as Heinlein or Asimov) have 
multiple future histories (hence alternate futures). Turtledove added that some older future histories are now ‘‘alternate histories." but felt that 
one requirement for an alternate history is that it should have been written with that intent. Burley added that 1 leinlein actually used the concept 
of alternate history to explain the inconsistencies in his works.

Sidetracking a bit. Turtledove said that Heinlein’s future history' was now alternate history for four reasons. First, getting into space is more 
expensive than Heinlein thought. Second, we are more concerned about the effects of radiation than I leinlein was. Third, electronics advanced 
much more quickly than Heinlein expected (no more Starman Jones memorizing logarithm tables). And finally, we are more cautious and less 
willing to take risks than Heinlein’s characters.

Getting down to San Antonio. Lane said that we know very little about what actually happened at the Alamo. Turtledove expanded this, 
saying that real history up. to the last century or so. is often vague, and consists of taking two things we hope are facts and connecting them 
with what we hope is a reasonable historical inference. Modern history, on the other hand, is taking a drop out, publishing a book, and claiming 
y our drop is representative of the ocean. Returning to the Alamo. Burley asked what if the Alamo had surrendered and everyone was 
executed. I pointed out that Jose Enrique de la Pefia claimed that this was what happened. 1 also mentioned the definitive alternate Alamo 
story: Scott Cupp’s "Thirteen Days of Glory." in which the defenders of the Alamo are all drag queens.

lurtledove added that no matter how much research you do. people w ill find historical errors. De Camp got a letter from someone saying 
that, in his Gothic passages in Lest Darkness Fall. “You used the indicative case when you should have used the vocative." Sanders said that 
the standard smart-ass answer to people complaining about something that was wrong: "In this world, it happened the way I said." Regarding 
ail the criticism authors get of alternate history' stories. Turtledove said. “Things are hardware. Fiction, to work, is about people, dammit!" And 
ten-page criticisms of characters would be more valuable than ten-page criticisms of weaponry; but the people capable of writing those 
criticisms of characterization are busy writing their own fiction rather than letters.

l urtledove mentioned he was editing an anthology titled Alternate Generals, which would probably come out next year. Lane said that in 
earlier wars when generals exerted front-line leadership there was a much more even chance that they would be killed versus not be killed, and 
thus history is much more susceptible to change. Lane said that S.M.Stirling does logical extrapolations with the occasional unlikely kicker, 
because unlikely kickers are what happen in the real world.

Someone in the audience asked about the “surges” of topics, l urtledove felt this was driven by real world. For example, before 1989 it was 
impossible to write about a victorious Third Reich falling apart later. He also thought the alternate Civil War stories were driven by the 
centennial (though it seems to me they came much later—maybe after the Ken Bums series), l urtledove. by the way. noted that his Guns Of 
The South was started before the Bums series aired.

Someone in the audience suggested that alternate histories are a way to correct an injustice of history; l urtledove said that the danger ol 
this was that the author would seem to be engaged in special pleading. From the audience. Stirling said that most alternate histories are actually 
worse than reality. Sanders said that everyone sees this “free-range history" going on. and wants something to make history logical, and 
alternate history serves that purpose. Turtledove thought that it was a replacement for other types of science fiction. 1 he solar system doesn I 
look as friendly as it used to. for example, so we look elsewhere. Also, there are more escaped historians writing science fiction, and they tend 
towards alternate histories.

Meet the VIPs Party
Thursday, 8 PM

I spent very little time here. T he room was dim—well. dark, actually- and w'ith the small print on the badges it was impossible to see who 
anyone was. In addition. 1 think fewer and fewer "VIPs" (whoever they may be) actually show up at these allairs any more. I hey end up 
going to publishers’ parties or the SFWA suite. Perhaps it should be renamed the “Get Acquainted Party."

Magical Realism: Fantasy from the Other Side of the Border
Friday, 10 AM
Ellen Datlow (moderator), Thomas K. Martin, Mary Rosenblum

Dallow has been co-editing Year’s Best Fantasy and Horror, which includes a lot of magical realism. Martin writes fantasy, though not 
magical realism.

Marlin felt that magical realism requires internal consistency, to which Dallow responded that this is true ol all fantasy. Datlow felt that 
magical realism has a very realistic setting and everyday happenings, and the magic creeps in very subtly. It is usually considered a Latin 
American sub-genre, but is really more prevalent than that. (She mentioned Jonathan Carroll as an American magical realist.) However, 
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mainstream critics still feel that it must be Eatin American. An audience member suggested that in magical realism you change one thing and 
then look at not what that changes, but at how people react to that.

(jabriel Garcia Marquez, was mentioned, particularly “The Most Handsomest Man in the World. Other authors named were John Crowley, 
the Hernandez Brothers (in comics). John Collier (“Evening Primer"). Alice Hoffman, Lisa Goldstein, Sharon McCrumb. Isaac Bashevis Singer. 
Charles Finney, and Julio Cortazar.

The genre became popular in the late 1970s. There was “El Boom in Latin America even before that, but that was when the genre hit the 
United States. Even before that, there were influences from Borges and others. An audience member suggested it was successful with the 
critics before it was based in a culture that was real: people really believed in spells and hexes and such. But as someone pointed out. Borges 
and others are from Argentina, which has more European than Indian influence. And there is an entire Brazilian sub-genre as well.

Marcial Souto joined the panel. He was bom in Spain, and lived in Argentina and Uruguay, where he published most ot the science fiction 
published there. I le wrote the entries on Latin America for Clute’s Encyclopedia of Fantasy, and researched the term “magical realism. Il 
was coined by a German art critic. Franz Roh. in the late 1920s. for painters trying to show reality in a new way. An Italian literary critic. Uslar 
Pietri. first applied to it to Latin American literature. When Miguel Angel Asturias used it to describe his novels when he won the Nobel Prize, 
it rcallv caught on, and then it was “used and abused in the 1960s by just everyone in 1 at in America.' But Souto said. “It is not magic. 1 hose 
countries are just like that.... Colombia works like that."

Souto pointed out. “Almost all important Latin American writers have written fantasy, and readers don t sec it as fantasy. Datlow said. 
“ They’re not considered fantasy writers: they're just considered writers." Martin suggested that Native American fantasy might be closer to 
w hat we think of magical realism. People didn't think Tony 1 lillcrman would be a magical realist author, because nothing magical happens. It 
was observed that what starts out as “if you like X you'll like Y" results in that group getting a name like cyberpunk or magical realism. And 
marketing departments like market segmentation.

Datlow recommended The Club Dumas by Arturo Revertc. but Souto doesn't like his w riting. (Reverie was previously a reporter in 
Bosnia.) Authors Souto recommended were Cabrera Infante (ThreeSad Tigers). Juan Rulfo (from Mexico), and Mario Levrero (from 
Uruguay)

Ray Bradbury's Martian Chronicles sold a million copies in Argentina. He was the Guest of Honor al the 1997 book lair and was the 
most successful writer there, with people even kissing him on the street! He signed books from 8 AM to 1 AM. Bradbury says his books are 
one third fantasy, one third science fiction, and one third magical realism. Also popular are Brian Aldiss. Alfred Bester. William Gibson, and 
other literary authors.

Goodbye, Kris! Hello, Gordon!
Friday, 11 AM 
Gregory Benford, Gardner Dozois (moderator), Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Gordon Van Gelder 
“The changing of the guard at F & SF'

Dozois started by asking. “Was there a 'Kris Rusch story’?'' Rusch said. “Probably. Do I know what it was? Absolutely not." She added 
that it was a very subjective judgment. "People who read the magazine could probably tell you the slant belter than I can." But she noted, “I 
bought a lot of dog stories." Rusch described herself, saying "I’m yesterday's news," to which Dozois added, "Receding into the ash heap of 
oblivion."

Dozois continued. "When you took over F&SF, did you have any far-reaching plan?" "I really wanted to do the best job I could," Rusch 
said. "I felt it had gone in a slump. [and| I wanted to make it lively again." Turning to the New Guard (Rusch was thirty when she became the 
editor of/X-.ST-; Van Gelder is thirty now), Dozois asked. "Is there a ‘Gordon Van Gelder story’?" Van Gelder replied, “If I ever recognize 
what a ‘Gordon Van Gelder story' is, I'll quit." I le doesn't want to be that predictable. Someone said, however, that it lends towards “imagina
tive recklessness and rather high literary standards." After asking what sorts of stories Van Gelder doesn't want to see. Dozois noted. "If I say 
I don't want to sec any vampire stories, someone out there will write a vampire story of incandescent beauty and I won't get to see it."

Dozois asked. "Where is F&SFgoing to go under you?”to which Van Gelder replied. "Into the past." By this he meant that he felt an 
affinity to Anthony Boucher's editorship. (Kusch had no affinity for any particular editor.) The panelists talked about Boucher and Ferman, but 
when someone mentioned Mills. Van Gelder said that Philip Klass had told him that Robert Mills had no taste, and that he had to talk Mills into 
taking "Flowers for Algernon."

Van Gelder has made some changes in columnists. I le has four book reviewers each writing three columns a year, plus columns by Charles 
DeLint and Van Gelder himself. Pat Murphy and a co-worker at the Exploratorium will be doing a more “hands-on” column about science. Van 
Gelder will not be running anonymous reviews or competitions, but will probably do single-author issues. Benford will still do his science 
column. Benford said that Asimov once told him that he wrote an F&SFcolumn in an hour because he didn’t have to look anything up since “it 
was just about boron." Benford thought. “Why didn't I think of that?" Benford also said he wanted to open up the field of science columns in 
science fiction magazines to new branches of science.

Van Gelder is working from a two-year inventory’ of stories which will lie used in combination with new material. It is both a burden and a 
luxury to him. (On the other hand. SFAge has an inventory of only about a dozen stories.) Some authors are bothered by this backlog; some 
are not. I here is a time limit on publication in the contract.

Someone asked if the number of pages will increase instead of decrease. Dozois would like larger issues of magazines in general and said 
that they may be changing the trim size of Asimov's to something larger. Some people apparently were offended by the Esther Friesner cover 
of/K-.S7-. Friesner was not. and phrases like "tempest in a teapot." “too damn much time on their hands." and "gel a life" were bandied about. 
Dozois claimed that Friesner had posed for it.

I he panel frequently descended into low humor about vampire chickens, spanking, avocados, and a variety of other topics.
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Myth, Religion, and Serious SF
Friday, 12 N
Allison Hershey, Katharine Eliska Kimbriel (moderator), Louise Marley, Jerry Oltion

Someone on the Internet claimed “religion has no place in science fiction.” Marley responded that this makes as much sense as saying 
people have no place in science fiction.” Kimbriel said that almost every society we have heard of has either a faith or a moral structure that 

invigorates and comforts its people. Oltion said that the question “Why arc we here?” is definitely a very primal question that people ask 
themselves, but more that religion is a great source that you can mine for ideas. Oltion also discussed Contact, and said that one question is 
whether or not we arc deluding ourselves. I lershey said that religion in science fiction sometimes adds a richness and a seeking in the story. 
Authors mentioned were Dan Simmons, Frank Herbert. C.S.Lewis. James Blish. and Walter M.Miller.

I here was a discussion of symbolism. I lershey said that we have lost a lot of the symbolism. In Medieval times, a rose, pomegranate or 
dog in a painting meant something specific.

Oltion points out that to invent an entire society, you have to invent what they believe. He also feels that the dichotomy between science 
and religion is a dichotomy of degree, and based more on the belief in the relative usefulness of the two. Marley felt there is no conflict 
between science and religion: “There are plenty of Jesuit physicists." Kimbriel said that as we find how small we are. she finds it reassuring to 
think that there is a mind behind it all. She also said that it is possible that science is a way of giving us the ability to choose what to use and 
what to do. a way to exercise free will. Hershey quoted Brin as saying that we’re fulfilling God's command to name things; we’re just using 
spaceships to go out and name them.

Someone in the audience felt that non-Westem traditions were more common in science fiction than the monotheistic ones. Kimbriel 
observed that we're overdue for another major new religion: the last to sweep the world was Islam. She also said that a recent major ecumeni
cal counsel came up with twenty-two tenets that all religions agreed on. but she didn't name them. Someone suggested ecology as a new 
religion, and also New Age religion(s). Marley felt that New Age believers were desperate to place their faith outside organized religions. 
Regarding science as religion. Kimbriel said, “I don’t go with that, but I can see why people want to throw it in the mix to cause trouble.”

In answer to the question. Marley felt that it was because science fiction writers are looking for color, and for “exotic.” and non-Westem 
religions fit the bill. Oltion said that Islam was not used very much because of what happened to Salman Rushdie. Kimbriel recommended 
Barbara Hambly’s Search the Seven Hills for a different look at Christianity.

Someone asked about what will happen to religion in the future, particularly with millenialism. Hershey said that in the 1960s, everyone felt 
those were the end times. Oltion noticed people becoming more dogmatic in their beliefs, and asked how the agnostics could get in on this. 
(Someone in the audience called out. “I don't know and neither do you!”) Oltion said agnostics could be very religious in a ritual sense while not 
hav ing am idea if it w ill work.

According to Kimbriel. Vanishing Point by Michacla Roessner has some interesting insights on how cults start. An audience member said 
a religion professor has predicted that within two hundred years there will be an organized Church of Elvis.

In response to a question, Kimbriel said that she needed to address questions of fertility, of diet, and so on in order to make her religion 
believable. Marley said environment was important and charismatic leaders can be a major influence. Oltion said one question is what the 
religion can do tor the believers, because people won t believe something that doesn't do them any good. Hershey said that religions give 
people power beyond normal human capacity, and that needs to be explored.

Recent Classic SF/F Novels
Friday, 1 PM
David G. Hartwell (moderator), Patrick Nielsen Hayden

“Recent" was defined as post-Neuromancer. “Classic” means having a continued use in the minds of people who are not interested in the 
minutiae of science fiction history. Hartwell was earlier on a panel on “I low do the classics hold up?" For example. “Is Beyond This Horicon 
still a classic?” “No." “Is Slan'C “No.—Wait, yes.”

Hartwell said that this year The Stars My Destination and The Demolished Man are back in print. Nielsen Hayden said these were 
classics even when they were out of print. Hartwell agreed, but said new readers might get the impression that Dragonflight was better or 
more important. Nielsen Hayden reminded us that most science fiction readers don't care about the history ol science fiction, but judge books 
more as independent entities.

Nielsen Hayden said that a classic has had impact outside of the 
field, l or example. Snowcrash by Neal Stephenson has been very 
influential as a “college novel." and may be a minor classic. It may not 
be the best writing ever, but there’s something there. Another example 
is Enders Came by Orson Scott Card, which is another novel notably 
successfully at pulling in mainstream readers. Nielsen Hayden said 
Robinson’s Mars trilogy was yet another example. Hartwell didn t 
agree that this had an influence outside the field. (I would think being 
asked to write a column for the Hew York Times would count.) 
Hartwell mentioned Octavia Butler's Parable Of The Sower, which 
sold 20.000 in hardcover. Her winning of the MacArthur Grant didn’t 
hurt, of course. Jonathan Lcthem is another author who has broken 
out. according to Nielsen Hayden, particularly for Gun, With Occa
sional Music.

Nielsen Hayden felt that most Gene Wolfe books arc classics; the 
only question is whether they are major classics or minor ones. The 
same, he felt, was true of John Crowley. Hartwell brought up Walter 
Miller. Reading Saint Leibowitz and the Wild Horse-Woman, he 
asked himself. “I low good docs this have to be? Who does he have to 
beat? Well, himself." And. while this doesn't beat /I Canticle for 
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l.eibowitc. he feels it is arguably better than anything else this year. But it won't be a classic; it will he “Walter Miller s other novel. (I his. by 
the way. is not a sequel, but a parallel story'.)

Possible classics included The Diamond Age by Neal Stephenson (which Nielsen Hayden thinks won the Hugo because people were 
voting Cor Snowcrash): Last Cal! by Tim Powers (“being read by thousands of serious poker lovers, and one of the great poker novels ot this 
century." according to Nielsen Hayden); Door into Ocean by Joan Slonczewski; China Mountain Zhang by Maureen McHugh; Doomsday 
Book by Connie Willis; When Gravity Bails by George Alec Ellinger; Guns Oj The South by Harry lurtledove; something by lan Banks 
(perhaps The Use of Weapons): The Child Garden by GeoIl’Ryman; Swordspoint by Ellen Kushner; War for the Oaks by Emma Bull; 
Tourists by Lisa Goldstein: Beggars in Spain by Nancy Kress; A Fire upon the Deep by Vemor Vinge; Blood Music, Eon, or Moving Mars 
by Cireg Bear; Only Begotten Daughter by James Morrow: Blackburn by Bradley Denton; and The ( olour oj Magic by lerry Pratchett. 
Many other books were suggested, but rejected.

John Barnes. Stephen Baxter, and Greg Egan will write classics. but haven't yet. Nielsen I layden said that Glen Cook s Black C ompany 
books arc as “if The Lord Of The Rings was being retold by the orcs in the trenches.' Nielsen Hayden also noted that when something like 
S'euromancer makes such a meteor crater impact, if you say it’s not a classic, you have to point to the crater and say, “Here s why this is not 
important." And also that is was quite possible that fifty years from now they will say. “What were they thinking? I hey didn t mention Leo 
Frankowski once!”

State of the Genre: Australian and Far East SF/F
Friday, 2 PM
Russell Blackford, Jim Frenkel, Yoshio Kobayashi (moderator)

Blackford is writing a history of Australian science Helion with Sean McMullen and someone else to be published here in the US in 1999. 
Frenkel said that the big news of the next few years w ill be the struggle of publishers and distributors in Australia.

In the 1980s there were a few successful writers and a few' small presses, but nothing conspicuous. 1 he major writers were Damien 
Broderick. Lee Harding, and George Turner. Turner died earlier this year. Harding has pretty much left the field, and Broderick recently wrote 
The White Abacus, and a non-fiction work, The Spike (from Reed Publishing in Australia).

New major writers include Greg Egan, ferry Dowling, and Sean McMullen. HarperCollins Australia and other major publishers arc 
publishing science fiction and fantasy. Lucy Sussex is a writer who has talked about the problems ol publishers and distributors. Not all authors 
have “crossed the water.’’ For example, one big author there not heard of here is Martin Middleton. Frenkel added Stephen Dedman as a major 
Australian writer. There’s Paul Collins, Leanne Frahm. less Williams [The Map of Power, which Frenkel heard as The Mop of Power. 
leading him to say. “1 see visions of Mickey Mouse ’), Rosaleen Love, and her daughter Penelope Love. He spoke more about lerry Dowling, 
who “is known in the United States as the great unknown Australian science fiction writer. And A.Bertram Chandler was one of the early 
forebears. Blackford added Sean Williams and Sara Douglass as Australian authors.

Frenkel added that we need to talk about “the kiwis”: Philip Mann. Cherry' Wilder. Lynn McConchie (sp.?) and others. I here was an 
anthology of New Zealand science fiction recently called Rutherford s Dreams. Tales Of The Antipodes is another good Down Under 
anthology. Dreaming Down Under edited by Jack Dann w ill be coming out soon. (I would recommend Peter McNamara s collection ot 
Australian short science fiction. Alien Shores.) lurealis and Eidolon are the two major magazines. He thought there is a disproportionate 
emphasis on heroic fantasy in Australia, and said that Egan has said (in an article in Eidolon). “We ve got to stop searching for this mystical 
quality of Australianism in our writing.”

Kobayashi has translated Sterling. Swanwick. Bear, and other authors, and edited slipstream novels. I le also has a fanzine similar to Locus 
or Science Fiction Chronicle, and writes reviews for other magazines. He mentioned Hayakawa's, which is a magazine that usually has three 
domestic and three translated foreign stories. Major w riters today include Chohei Kambayashi and Mariko Ohara. But most science fiction 
today in Japan is in animation and comics. Most science fiction novels sell 3000 copies in hardcover and 10,000 in paperback, so it hardly pays. 
(Apparently one of the major publishers also somehow alienated the authors over royalties, and that just makes the possibilities smaller.)

Fiction about Chinese history dealing with dragons and Taoist wizards is very' popular with the young adult market. 1 he animated film 
Speed Princess is currently number one in the theaters. (7 he Lost World is number two.) “People love science fiction, but visual works, not 
|the] written form.” Techno-thrillers arc also popular.

Oriental readership changed in the late 1980s and early 1990s when the recession came. Before that, people read lor an educational 
purpose, and hard science fiction was popular. Currently. Stephen Baxter. Ferry Bisson, and Poul Anderson are popular in this genre. 1 hilip 
K.Dick had cull status in Japan in the late 1980s after he died, but that is regarded as a sort of boom. Afterwards, the female readership 
increased and they read for enjoyment rather than educational purposes. “ 1'hey buy books, read them, and then throw them away. Fantasy is 
popular, but not translated fantasy (except for authors like Tolkien). So there are no popular foreign fantasy w riters.

Kobayashi recommended Masaki Yamada. Ryo Hanmura, Goro Masaki (emerging cyberpunk writer), and Chohei Kambayashi. The 
difficulty in translating into English is that they are fantasy writers and lack the hard science. (1 think he meant they write soft science fiction, or 
philosophical science fiction, which wouldn't appeal to the fans of hard science, or of fantasy.)

Fantasy Debate
Friday, 3 PM
Lynn Abbey (moderator), Tim Powers
“Resolved: That J.R.R.Tolkien inhibited the development of modern fantasy.”

Since no sides were assigned, it was decided by the flip of a coin that Powers would take the affirmative. Abbey the negative but they 
would switch after twenty-five minutes.

Powers said that after people read The Lord of the Rings, they said. “Hey. 1 can do that. Not Middle Earth, but Back Earth or Under 
Earth. Not a ring, but a sword or a hat or a napkin dispenser." (Mark Leeper describes these novels generically as three otters in search ot a 
ring.”) The same occurred with Steven King, but Powers was quick to add that neither of these trends were lolkien s or King s fault.

Abbey said that Tolkien did not write something to be imitated. He didn't try to be the start ot something. He was trying to w rite something 
to be the mythos of the twentieth century. He was trying to combine Arthurian legend with making sense of what he saw in World War I and 
(from a greater distance) World W’ar 11. It was more to prove it could be done, and to satisfy something in himself. Abbey said he was not
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writing fiction, but a myth. Powers said it was fiction: "It has dialogue." 1 le also said that L.ewis. for example, also had a definite agenda with 

his trilogy, but it was fiction too. . ., . t ...
1 lelen Armstrong (from the audience—and even right next to someone it was hard to read their badge!) said that everything Abbe) 

claimed was true, but about The Simarillion. not The Lord of the Rings or The Hobbit. which were more side effects and more written lor an 
audience. Abbey said. "I stand illuminated.” and Powers added. “1 do own The Simarillion. but so tar I haven't done anything more with it than 

Sphere was a lot more discussion of how Tolkien created this world, not entirely germane to the question. Abbey admitted. "Insofar as it 
made the genre possible. I owe him a tremendous debt, but I owe more to Robert E.l loward and Conan than to Iolkien. Powers said. 1 
would have been a real casualty of Steven King if he had come out sooner, but I was already stuck m my rut when he aPP6^-

Powers reads for Clarion and said, “That gives me a unique perspective on Tolkien’s effect on unpublished and unpublishable prose. e 
sees formal writing such as “Then did he smile the dire wolf.'’ and said he can almost hear the author say. “What was my noun again? I can 
see the verb coming up....” They usually say. “h’s supposed to be Tolkien’s style. I didn’t want to be lively or colorful. As Powers noted, 
people mistake the trimmings for the core. For example, when people say they are doing Raymond Chandler, the response is, Oh. you thoug it 
the smart-ass talk was Raymond Chandler. You thought the humorous analogies were Raymond Chandler.” Even outside fantasy, one secs t ie 
bandwagon effect: in the 1950s and 1960s, everyone had to write like 1 lemingway. (Someone described Tolkien as having built "this wonderful, 
colorful bandwagon complete with calliope.'') Abbey suggested maybe we should blame Sir Thomas Mallory.

Switching sides in an instant. Powers said. “1 would say that Tolkien’s example and imitators have added immeasurably to the Held. And 
bet I could even think of one, given time.” Even if the percentage of quality is low, he said, the acreage is vast. Abbey pointed out that we re 
emulating a person who was obsessive and a bit driven, and that now in addition to all the bad Arthurian copies, we now have bad 1 olkien 
copies as well Someone observed that 90% of everything is crap, and that authors don't think they’re aiming for that. Powers observed that 
franchise fiction is a template to prevent originality, and that copying Tolkien is similar. The scary part, according to Abbey, is that authors are 
being told, not to do it more like Tolkien, but to do it more like Brooks or Eddings, resulting in "a Xerox of a Xerox of a Xerox. ,

I asked where modern fantasy would be today without Tolkien. According to Powers, there would be a lot less published I here wouldn i 
be publishers like DAW and Del Rey. and the other publishers would be much smaller. Both Abbey and Powers mentioned Howard as the 
author who might have been the leader in the field. An audience member said that one positive effect of Tolkien was the “Adult Fantasy line 
from Ballantine and I.in Carter. And Abbey noted that the publishers' brawl over the rights to The Lord oj the Rings made headlines and got 

attention for the field.
One of the problems of The Lord of the Rings and Star Wars was that they showed that you could have a best-seller. So no one wits 

satisfied to eke out a living; everyone wanted to hit the big time. Abbey said she wouldn’t blame any one person. Powers said he would, but 
hadn't decided whom yet' Who iwc the blockbusters in the fantasy field? Tolkien. Steven King, and Stephen Donaldson (who is not entirely 
folkiencsque). But Abbey said. “You can write books or you can read books.” and hence they were not the best sources for answers io t ns. 

But most blockbusters are Tolkienesque. . . . m .
Someone else asked. -To whal extern was Tolkien himself derivative?" Abbey said that it was an academic exercise, intended as a my thos 

of an alternate history, leading Powers to say that the more he heard about this theory the less respect he had lor the work. But I owers did say 
that Tolkien knew what he was working with, and derived his names and all else with some authority, while imitators just say. Gee. t ut s 

cool—1 can make up words too."
I he audience voted overwhelmingly for the negative.

The Alien Autopsy
Friday, 4 PM 

“What a real autopsy of a dead alien found in a wrecked spacecraft would be like.
I missed the beginning, but apparently MacEwcn is an evidence technician in Stockton. California. Some ol 

ihe introductory information was that while the autopsy supposedly took place in 1947. the doctor s suit 
was made by Dupont sometime after 1960. Also, when the cameraman claims he couldn't keep the 
range and focus, this is bogus. (Here began graphic autopsy photographs.) Other discrepancies and 
inaccuracies include the Y-cut (it should start on the shoulder, not under the ear). You didn't sec 
the difference in colors in layers, which are very obvious. The wounds on the alien leg were less 
distinct than wounds usually are. MacEwcn mentioned other problems. Brains are not mush; they 

have a visible structure. < • , u h
We learned that doctors sometimes use colored knitting needles to distinguish multiple bullet 

paths. There was then a long section on distinguishing entry and exit wounds. We learned 
about defensive wounds, and how they differ from offensive wounds. (Cuts on the joints of 
little finger arc usually offensive, because the knife slipped.) Spaceship crashes arc likely to 
generate injuries that look more like those from a burning car than what showed up in the 
autopsy.

Regarding what an alien autopsy would really be like, MacEwcn said that, yes. there 
would be isolation suits, in a quiet secluded place, but with a good cameraman and a good 
camera. There would be more tissue sampling. There would be a toxicology screen. It would
be done from a forensic point of view, but you would also dissect the alien further to determine 

the structure. . 1 i ♦
Someone asked about Vince Foster. According to MacEwcn. everyone who has looked at 

the autopsy results agrees it was suicide. Asked about the Kennedy autopsy, MacEwcn recom
mended Michael Baden's Unnatural Death: Confessions of a Medical Examiner. She also 
recommended Douglas Ubelaker's books, but said to go for the trade edition so that you can sec 
more detail in the pictures.
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If you have any further questions, you can reach her al maeewenfS),earthlink.net.

You Want to Do WHAT with My Genes?
Friday, 5 PM
William Michael Brown, Anne Lesley Groell, John G. McDaid, Robert J. Sawyer (moderator), Susan Smith, Edwin Strickland, 
Melanie von Orlow
“What good and bad can come of genome editing?"

Most of the panelists arc professionally involved in genetics and genetic engineering. Sawyer asked that, since most people on the panel arc 
probably pro-engineering, who had some downsides? Smith said the obvious is genetic diversity. We have already destroyed a lot with agricul
ture ("shotgun genetic engineering”). All the cows in Wisconsin have the same small set of lathers because farmers buy tubes of semen rather 
than having dangerous bulls on the farm. With all this homogeneity, what happens to disease susceptibility ?

Sixty percent of people recently surveyed said they wouldn’t eat meat from cloned animals, but forty percent also said they wouldn t eat 
cloned vegetables, which we have now. And someone said that people think cloning is pressing a button and getting a full-grown sheep. 
.McDaid said that maybe the downside is "we're just loo stupid to have this technology. Brown said another downside is the cost to produce 
something initially is high, but then it becomes very’ cheap to keep making it. Even so. the cost to the end user will be very high.

In Germans, the Greens are opposed (occasionally violently) to genetic engineering and destroy laboratories. (1 winder if this is backlash 
against Nazi experiments.) I he "Flavor-Saver” tomato is still not on the German market, but not much here either.

Sawyer mentioned health insurance in terms of people being unable to get insurance if they are determined to have genetic tendencies 
toward certain diseases. The whole concept of shared risk is gone, and the insurance industry' becomes an elaborate banking scheme. Georgia 
actually passed a law' against insurance companies using genetic information to make insurance decisions. An audience member asked. So 
why is it better to allow insurance companies to charge different rates based on sex or age. than on the basis of genetic tests? Brown felt if 
everyone was tested for everything, that w'ould be fair, but that doesn’t really address the question.

On the other side, using transgenic mice, they have determined not everyone can reduce their blood pressure by reducing salt. Genetic 
screening could help tailor a treatment lor an individual. (Mark and his father find Vitamin C a good preventative against colds: I find it useless.I 
On the other hand, insurance companies w on't pay for nutritional customization, even though seventy percent of deaths arc nutritionally related. 
Smith re-emphasized that genetic influences are causes for maybe ten to twenty percent ("tops ) of the diseases we are seeing.

As Brown pointed out. most of our treatments are based on the patient being an "average' patient for that disease, whereas genetic testing 
could let vou have a much higher success rate. $3000 for a treatment sounds expensive until you compare it with the cost of a series ol failed 
treatment, or the current situation where you basically wait for something like a coronary' to begin treatment (because you can t even tell 
there's a problem). Sawyer noted we’re in an interesting time between when we can identify a tendency towards a disease (such as 
Huntington's) and when we can treat it.

fhe target dale for sequencing an entire human genome's worth of genes in 2005. In another quarter-century, we will probably be able to 
write out an entire genome, and we already have mammalian cloning. Potentially we can design species at will, according to Brown, but Smith 
responded. "Why would we?” Smith explained that there are two technologies lor cloning used for Dolly the sheep and Gene the cow. Dolly 
was made by taking a nucleus from an adult sheep and placing it in an de-nucleatcd sheep ovum. Gene was cloned by taking a bovine embryo 
about thirty days old and they "teased out of it some cells that we still pretty primordial and grew them in culture. I hese cells replicate 
themselves (how to do this is the big secret), anil you can manipulate their DNA. I his relies on doing a lot of them and then selecting the ones 
vou want. Rather than the perfect copy of Dolly, you can develop many similar but not identical copies. As Smith summed it up. Dolly is what 
you use if you w ant to make yourself; Gene is what you use if you want to make an tinny of slaves.’

When we have the ability to write a gene, we can destroy a gene we think is harmful, knowing we can recreate it. but it also means 
terrorists (or kids w ith chemistry' sets) can reconstruct them, according to Sawyer. There was some discussion of "nature versus nurture and a 
discussion of the nature of intelligence.

An audience member thought the California Supreme Court had ruled that a person had no rights to their genetic code, but Brow n pointed 
out that the patient signed a release, and the University of California spent a lot ol time and money developing a treatment from it. 1 his area is 
still in turmoil.

Someone said there is a lot of "junk DNA” in our genes and thought this would be what we edited out (as Strickland said, "slush pile 
DNA”). Sawyer noted birds have much less junk DNA, and this is part of what makes them lighter.

Parties
I started out with the lor party—and finished with it two hours later, having talked to Eric Van about neurobiology: Kevin J.Anderson. 

Rebecca Moesta, and Mark Tiedemann about War of the Worlds: Global Dispatches and other works; Esther Friesner about whether she 
posed for the cover of F&SF: Russell Blackford about Australian science fiction and the value of carrying a corkscrew' with one: and both 
Nielsen Haydens.

Kate Pott and Mark Leeper reported that the Z’ha’dum party was fun. and the balcony view from the Boston party was impressive. The 
candy sushi from Boston didn’t impress Mark, but he thought the chili ice cream from Philadelphia interesting.

Is SF Relevant Any More? Was It Ever?
Saturday, 12N
Gregory Benford, Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff, Ginjer Buchanan (moderator), Kathleen Ann Goonan, Betsy Mitchell, Richard Parks, 
Walter Jon Williams

Before this panel started. Buchanan gave me a chance to announce that Walter Jon Williams had won the Sidewise Award (Short Form) 
for "Foreign Devils.” Later, Williams said this was the first award he had ever won—hard to believe, isn’t it?

Buchanan started by holding up Friday's I .S’.f Today headline: "NASA, reaching for the heavens and beyond. Buchanan started by 
saving. "Hard science fiction is of decreasing relevance because science has caught up with it. ’ Goonan disagreed, saying. Science fiction is 
the only literature today that is relevant, because of all the scientific advances that arc happening now. She added. I his is the bridge between 
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making what is abstract to a lol of people real, and putting it in human leans so that they can relate to it." Bohnhoff agreed with Goonan that 
science fiction was "more relevant today than ever."

Williams straddled the fence a bit by starting. "Science fiction was once very relevant and isn’t so relevant any more." He explained that 
■‘the world sori ofcaught up to science fiction, particularly with the Apollo program." He also said that now 'the only space station we have 
seems to be manned by the 3 Stooges.” But he added that science fiction could lie relevant.

Benford said that scientists are science fiction readers, so change is being driven by people who read us. so science fiction is relevant. He 
then spent a lot of lime describing plans for future space programs, connected only remotely to the topic except for the tact that what sells 
Mars to the masses is not NASA, but Ray Bradbury.

Mitchell said she was "one of those people whose lives were changed by science fiction.' She said that the twelve-year-olds ("the golden 
age of science fiction") arc not watching CNN or reading USA Today; they're reading science fiction. Buchanan pointed out that twelve-year- 
olds aren't reading; they're on the Internet.
Parks claimed. "We arc living in a science fiction age." Getting your science from science fiction is a bad idea, but getting the idea that the 
future is coming and that it will be different is what science fiction does best. Bohnhoffobserved that it used to be that all science fiction was in 
the future, but now' we have science fiction that is part of our past, so we are in the middle of it all. Mitchell suggested that the question should 
be. "Is science relevant to science fiction?" She pointed to the surge of fantasy and the decline of science fiction over the past couple of 
decades.
Goonan said that one important question was what "SI " we were talking about. For example, the Star 1 rck novels seem the parallel ol the 
comic books that used to come out regularly. But these use standard tropes. She feels that the science fiction that uses science and gets us 
excited about possibilities and the nature of reality is what is relevant. W illiams said that the heart and soul ol science fiction w as the space 
opera, and that has been taken over by Star Trek, available twenty-four hours a day everywhere on the world ( on the 1 rek Network, 
someone added). As he pul it. "The glorious heart and soul of the field has been stolen and debased by television. Mitchell suggested that 
SFWA should be more proactive with giving correct information to the media when science stories break. Buchanan said that The Boys from 
Brazil had cloning pretty much correct years ago.

Benford, as an identical twin, says that the statements of cthicists regarding cloning strike him as ridiculous. In part, this is because none ot 
these people have read any of the literature about it. and don’t realize anyone has thought about it before. “We should act as a constraint and a 
break upon the public perception of these problems," he said, "[but] I don t know quite how to do that. Bohnhoff added. I he popular culture 
responds to sound bites and little snippets of visual subjects they see on IV.' No one understands what cloning is. but their excuse is that the> 
don’t have time. Buchanan said after she explained cloning to someone at work, this person asked. "You mean 1 get a baby that 1 have to raise 
and it becomes a teenager?" "Yes.” "Then what’s the point?" Williams admitted to having written stories in which cloning produces an adult, 
but in his defense he said that he had a whole lot of technology to explain it. Buchanan said that most of the population will step into the future 
w ithoul understanding it. and that is what keeps science fiction marginal: people don't care about understanding new stuff. (Do you understand 
your VCR? Your car?)

hi response to an audience member who felt that people should know how their car works. Buchanan said. My life is full and iich w ithout 
understanding how my car works.” Benford disagreed, saying. "To the extent that you fail to understand a portion of human culture you w ill be 
the victim of people w ho try to misuse that culture." But Buchanan rebutted that there are only twenty-four hours in a day. Bohnhofl pointed 
out that people have found every new technology threatening, but they do eventually gel used to it. Customers don t cate about how beautiful 
and elegant the code is; the question is. “What will this computer do for me?" Williams said this was the “Aunt Matilda principle of new 
technology: make it relevant or meaningful to Aunt Matilda.

Someone asked if good science fiction stories could be promoted as text books. Williams heard this as “sex books and said they w ould sell 
belter, but the audience would be disappointed.

After the Takeover
Saturday. 1 PM
Brenda W. Clough (moderator), Lawrence Person, Bruce Sterling
“How will Hong Kong fare under Chinese rule?”

Person said that ten years ago there was glasnost (openness) and perestroyka (restructuring). 1 he former was a success, but the latter 
was a failure, fhe Chinese saw this, so they decided to do things differently. 1‘hey have perestroyka without glasnost. And all the new 
business ventures are controlled by the gerontocracy. Hong Kong added a fifth to China's gross national product. So he feels that the short
term answer is that China will not kill the Golden Goose.

Sterling thinks there's a 65% chance that Hong Kong swallows China, and a 35% chance that they can’t get along and China has to 
“liananmen" them. He contrasted the liveliness of I long Kong with Singapore, which he described as “grimly autocratic.” But in the 1930s 
Shanghai was a lot like Hong Kong Ls now, and China didn’t hesitate to kill that Golden Goose. He pointed out that Madame Mao was a film 
star, and said it was as if Bette Davis had taken over the United States. As he put it. "Madame Mao and the Gang of l our emptied the C hinese 
skull and filled it with concrete,” so having pop icons doesn’t prevent disaster.

Clough likes Hong Kong because she feels that it could all happen there. She contrasts it to Minnesota, which is not a place that leaps to 
mind as one of the world's hot spots. Clough thinks the new generation of leaders doesn’t remember the Long March, or the massive famines 
and cannibalism of the early years. "They think about Communism the way George Bush's kids think about Episcopalian ism: it’s something we 
do. but it’s not important.” Sterling said of the Chinese institutional corruption, “The gears of the power structure are hidden. People have to 
spend enormous amounts of time finding out who to bribe. And the guy you bribe isn’t even sure he’s the right guy to bribe.

I he anti-Sino attitude is a strange coalition of Labor and bumed-out Cold Warriors, according to Sterling, worrying that “China is the next 
Commie threat and besides, they make goods cheaper than we do.” He felt this was strange, given that Mexico is really very similar, and we 
are supposedly friendly with them, "though we've boosted our border guards this week and we seem to be shooting them with more vim instead 

of just sending them back in a white truck.”
Someone in the audience asked. "What if they [China] go after Taiwan?” to which Clough responded. " That would be a lovely thing. She 

pointed out that we do have defense treaties with Taiwan. Person thinks the Chinese would lose, because the Chinese military is not very good, 
and the Taiwanese are very well equipped. There's also a lot of business between the two. making war less likely. Person pointed out that the
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reason there isn't the Cold War tension with China is that they don’t have global ambitions.JAn audience 
member claimed that was true of Japan also right before World War II.

Someone suggested that China might take their land forces to someplace easier, like someplace in 
eastern Europe, leading the panelists to point out that they would have to go through Russia. 
However. Vietnam or especially North Korea might be targets for "liberation ” In fact, the idea of 
the United Nations asking China to send Chinese troops into North Korea seemed not entirely 
far-fetched to the panelists.

Person thought that there could well be ethnic fractures in China. He reminded us that no 
one predicted how quickly the Soviet Union would ethnically fracture, or Yugoslavia. Sterling 
reminded us that the Chinese have both a tremendous cultural heritage and a tremendous 
background of suffering (which makes their current problems seem, if not unimportant, at 
least not an enormous worsening of conditions). 1 hey have an enormous Diaspora ( they 
are the Jews of Asia”). They have a lot to offer the rest of the world.

Sterling said that there is a science fiction magazine in China with a readership ol a 
quarter of a million. He said there is some Chinese science fiction in translation (e.g.. I he 
Sword and the Willows (?)). but it is pretty pot-boiler. “There’s no Aristotelian logic to 
the plot: it’s like an enormous span of wallpaper."

Alternate Space

Stephen Baxter, Michael F. Flynn, Richard Garfinkle, Evelyn Leeper, Stanley Schmidt, Allen Steele, John E. Stith (moderator)
[Thanks to Mark for taking notes at this panel.] Before this panel started. 1 was able to announce that Stephen Baxter had won the 

Sidewise Award (Long Form) for Voyage. This made the second year Baxter has won: last year he won for short form lor Brigantia s

"in an alternate universe, we would have had more (han one microphone. As far as credentials. Steele has written T he Tranquillity 
Alternative (with an alternate history for the space program). Flynn has written Firestar (with a private space program). Garfinkle has written 
Celestial Matters (with a space program in an alternate universe where Aristotelian science is correct). Stith has written Redshift Ren c.- 
vous (with space travel in a hyperspace where the speed of light is ten meters per second). Baxter has written I byage (with a different 
alternate history for the space program). Schmidt edits Inalog (a bastion of space program stories), and me—I just read the stuff

Steele began by talking about the funny thing being that old space travel is becoming alternate history’. "Destination Moon is a first-class 
example." he said. 1 leinlein wrote it. Willy Ley was the technical advisor, and it was the first United States depiction ol a realistic space Hight. 
“1 watched three times while writing The Tranquillity Alternative!' And he also mentioned Heinlein’s Man Who Sold the Moon, which you 
can sec either as obsolete or as how it could have happened: it was set in 1975 and it still holds up. Getting the microphone, Flynn said. 
"Actually I was going to mention that, so what he said.” I le went on to say that Truman had decided to stop working on long-range rocket ships 
even though space scientists like O berth were pushing for low earth orbit and space stations. Kennedy decided we would beat the Russians to 
the moon, and turned program from X-plancs into a political stunt. Garfinkle followed the trend by saying. "1 thought ol what Allen said....

I mentioned Frau im Mond as an even earlier realistic space Hight movie. Steele pointed out that the movie was responsible for the 
countdown—they needed a way to build dramatic tension. I then admitted to a certain fondness for strange methods ol space travel, and 
mentioned the swans that Lucian proposed, or De Bergerac’s morning dew. or even Han Wu’s rockets. Garfinkle. who had done something 
very like this in Celestial Matters, said that in Orlando Furioso. someone went to the moon in some strange lashion to recover Orlando s 

wits, which had been lost there. .
Baxter talked about William Barton’s “In Saturn Time.” about an expanded Apollo prognun. He also said that in his novel oyage. they get 

to Mars and that's all there is. so it’s strangely suffused with nostalgia in a way. Schmidt said that he would mention his first published story. /X 
Flash of Darkness." with a Martian rover sending information back to Earth in 1997.1 le also recommended Paul Levinson s Loose Ends, and 
finally (if you can get a copy) Poul Anderson's "Bicycle Built for Brew" (also released as The Makeshift Rocket). Stith mentioned a Frederic 
Brown story where, as the Martians are watching a rocket approach, on the rocket the Earthmen are wondering if there’s lite on Mars—and 
then the rocket crashes into the Martians, destroying all life on Mars.

Regarding alternate methods of propulsion. Stith asked how Superman flies. He jumps to take off but in space he seems to be rocket- 
powered or something. I said Allen should answer that, because he’s the man of Steel(e). Groans ensued.

Someone pointed out that no matter how ludicrous all (he early methods were, they did indicate that the authors conceived of the Moon as a 
place to go to, rather than just a light in the sky. Baxter added that some of the old propulsions were satire, and that he would like to think our 
time travel stories will look weird in a thousand years. Flynn said that there were two other alternative means. One was in an article by Zubnn 
about using magnetism in super-conducting loops. And there is another story about how subspace is a landscape and you can walk to the stars. 
Schmidt added that Andrew Olfut and Richard Lyon wrote a story called "Rails Across the Galaxy. And John DeC hancie has Starriggers, 
about space truckers.

Resuming the train (or rocketship) of thought Steele said that both he and Baxter wrote about the space frontier, and the two books would 
go w'cll together. He suggested an Ace Double, though he said given the size of the books, it would be "the mother ol all Ace Doubles. (1 
suggested a more practical two-volume slipcased edition.) But as to why. Steele felt that the writers ol the post-Apollo generation grew up 
expecting a space frontier and felt left down when it didn't happen that way. (This implies that the woman who spoke al the previous alternate 
history' panel about alternate histories as a way' to correct injustices of history was perhaps not far oil the mark.)

Steele noted his was not about Mars: it was about the moon. Aller he wrote it. he thought "Maybe 1 should write about Project Arcs. But 
his first reaction when he heard about Voyage was. “Oh. thank God. 1 don’t have to do this. 1 can read it: 1 don t have to write it. He said it 
was like all the Mars novels that came out in 1992. and thought dial the interesting thing about" the great Martian land rush of 1992 is that it 
produced so many great novels. Schmidt observed that he doesn’t always know what causes trends. He once got a bunch of stories about 
kudzu taking over the world, and couldn't find any news story- or other single source to explain it. (1 asked about cloning stones. He said they 
had started and it would get worse.)
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Baxter asked why all these alternate space stories we are getting arc coming out now? Steele said that he and Baxter do almost the same 

thing with their alternate histories, and it was an irony.... leading Flynn to break in and say something about “Steele talks about ironies.” Baxter 
said he now had a theory ol why. We grew up with Apollo when the voices or caution were subdued. Then we grew out of'that. (I le observed 
that he is now the same age that Armstrong was when he walked on moon.) We had the rush w ith the early years, but we slowly absorbed that 
Mars is different. It s not a place like a cold mountain top where all you need is a warm suit and some small oxygen mask: it's much more 
demanding than that.

I here was a discussion ol which particular brand ol spaceship models inspired Steele's novel. Regarding alternate methods of propulsion, 
someone in the audience asked about the Dean Drive. Schmidt immediately responded. “Apparently it doesn't work.” Steele described the 
history of it briefly, about how Campbell was taken in by a bogus perpetual motion machine for a very long time (the last Dean Drive article in 
appeared in Analog in the 1970s). Schmidt added. “I can tell you this: hardly' a month goes by when I don't get a variant on the Dean Drive.” 

Someone asked about stories based on the Soviet space program. Steele mentioned “Fellow Traveler” by William Barton. Baxter said he 
had some forays in that field, such as “Zemlya.” in which Yuri Gagarin secretly goes to Venus and dies there (the plane crash was a cover-up). 
He did an Internet novelette named “Irina" as well, in which cosmonauts are sent to the moon with the understanding that the Apollo program 
would bring them back, and became stranded there when we canceled the Apollo program, and it all became a Cold War secret. But then it got 
caught up in the whole scandal about the bogus “Irina virus” and has sort of quietly disappeared. (Though he said. “There’s no point in being a 
science fiction writer if you can't cause a global panic once in a while.”)

I noted. "We now have a space station staffed by the Three Stooges.” When we read about it, the problems were never the people. Baxter 
said the Mir was “make do and mend and try not to kill yourself in the process.” He said it has influenced him, because this is w hat life is like in 
Antarctica, but people with the American space program think they have to have everything perfect. Flynn thought this was all being done on 
purpose as practice for the Mars mission. (Stith said they would take more duct tape.)

I here was some discussion of the Iraqi space gun. and how the inventor (as someone described it) “was committed suicide.” Flynn said 
that the basic idea was a RAM accelerator (a jet engine inside out). 1 mentioned Salvage-/, where ordinary folks just do space flight from the 
back yard. Baxter said it was a tragedy that we don't live on the moon: there you could have a much smaller engine. I asked, '’Why not write a 
story where humanity is on the smaller of a two-planet system?” Schmidt said someone had written a story of teens in a low-gravity environ
ment building a spaceship as a school project.

State of the Genre: Latin American SF
Saturday, 4 PM 
Roger MacBride Allen (moderator), Patricia Anthony, Charles N.Brown, Marcial Souto, Don Webb

Allen had just returned from a long time in Brazil, but felt he knew nothing at all about what was going on. Souto said that the science 
fiction field in Argentina started in the 1950s with magazine Mas Alla (Beyond), which published all the important authors in conjunction with 
Galaxy. From 1964 to 1968 there was a Spanish-language edition of F&SF. In the late 1970s and 1980s there were a few magazines: the most 
successful had twenty-four issues.

Buenos Aires has Minotauro Publishing, which was started by the discoverer of Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Julio Cortazar, and started “El 
Boom.” In the 1960s there appeared three major writers (which Souto didn’t name), but they were connected with magazines. It is very- 
difficult to publish a book in Spanish-speaking South America, and no one makes a living as a writer. (The last part is not so different from 
here.) Anthony said that the same in was true of Brazil. Souto did a series of Spanish-language science fiction (ten books in three years), and 
one even won an award as the best book published in Argentina that year. But nothing is happening any more except in amateur magazines.

Allen talked about how Sao Paolo is 18.000.000 people, and is the largest city in South America. Relative to Argentina’s size, it is bigger 
than combining New York. Chicago and Los Angeles would be here. But his experience was in Brasilia. “Brasilia’s the science fiction city [as 
a completely planned city], but it’s so sterile and un-Brazilian." Allen noted that some of the television-movie The Martian Chronicles was 
shot in Brasilia. Anyway, he saw a bookstore in Brasilia advertising a “Science Fiction Festival.” I le was very' interested until he discovered it 
was only translations of Star Trek novels. .Anthony thought this might be a function of which bookstore he went into, and the fact that there 
isn’t as much categorization of books. 1 he biggest publisher in Brazil is GRD. and they’re basically semi-pro. Allen said he thought all this was 
because the readership arc people who have seen science fiction on television with subtitles and then see media tie-in books.

Webb said he had very little to say about Mexico because there’s no science fiction scene, as there’s very little money. In addition, you 
couldn't get published in Mexico without being published in the United Slates or Spain first. A sale of 2000 copies is considered a huge sale. 
Basically, all that’s marketed is translations of United States writers. Anthony claimed it was similar to the fact that “you can’t do magical 
realism in the United Stales.” (The earlier panel on magical realism seemed to contradict this.) Allen said they were starting to do something 
like the Penguin 60p books—smaller and cheaper. (This reminds me of what I saw in Mexico many years ago for twenty or twenty-five cents, 
except they were pulp rather than classics.) Souto said that this whole trend was the Spanish publisher Alianza who started it before Penguin. 
Because of the problem of inflation (inflation of 100-120% per month in Argentina), books are not priced, but bar code readers are provided so 
the customer can check the current price.

Souto said there is a much bigger readership for fantasy than science fiction, and said the most popular writers were Theodore Sturgeon. 
J.G.Ballard. J.R.R.Tolkien, and Ray Bradbury. Ballard sells 1400 copies in Spain, but 25.000 in Argentina. See the panel on magical realism 
for details on Bradbury One interesting stumbling block is that publishers have to do two translations, one for Spain 
and one for Argentina. In addition, the publishers are not as advanced technologically For example, the 
publishers don't have e-mail, but the fans do. For that mailer, publishers don’t have editors— 
and writers need editors.

Souto observed that libraries were not a good source for science fiction. “Libraries can’t 
buy books, so all they have are old books. You miss a decade, sometimes two or three.” 
Publishers are supposed to give the libraries books, but they somehow get lost on the way. 
Anthony noted that the literacy rate in Brazil was much higher than Portugal (which he said 
had a 25% literacy rate in 1969). And according to Souto. Buenos Aires has a long tradition 
of reading in cafes, and bookstores stay open all night. In Latin America, there arc some 
conventions and clubs, but no writers workshops. SEASONED TRAVELLER,
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Slides and Update on the Galileo Mission
Saturday, 5 PM
William Barton, Bill Higgins (moderator), Carol Redfield, Henry Spencer

Given that this was in a room without a stage, it was hard to see the slides. After a description of the Galileo probe itself and a recounting 
of the goals of the mission. Higgins talked about how it sent back information on the asteroids Ida and Gaspra. and the Shoemaker-Levy comet.

There has been funding for further Europa encounters after the end of 1997. and possibly also an Io encounter at the end of that. Because 
Io is very close and very' high in radiation, it makes sense to save it for the end of your hardware life. Given the radiation level ol the Jupiter 
system, only the outer-most. Callisto, could be explored by humans using current suit technology. Unfortunately, there was so much time spent 
on recapping the early part of the mission that 1 had to leave before new information was given.

Hugo Awards
Saturday, 8 PM

And the winners were:
• Best Novel: Blue Mars by Kim Stanley Robinson (HarperCollins Voyager: Bantam Spectra)
• Best Novella: "Blood of The Dragon” by George R. R. Martin (Asimov's 7/96)
• Best Novelette: "Bicycle Repairman” by Bruce Sterling (Intersections; Asimovs 10/96)
• Best Short Story: "The Soul Selects Her Own Society..."by Connie Willis ( Asimovs 4/96: liar of the Worlds: Global Dispatches)
• Best Non-Fiction Book: lime & Chance by L.Sprague de Camp (Grant)
• Best Dramatic Presentation: Babylon 5 "Severed Dreams" (Warner Bros.) Directed by David .1.Eagle, written by .1.Michael 

Slraczynski. produced by John Copeland
• Best Editor: Gardner Dozois (/fszmov.v)
• Best Professional Artist: Bob Eggleton
• Best Semiprozine: Locus edited by Charles N. Brown
• Best Fanzine: Mimosa edited by Dick & Nicki Lynch
• Best Fan Writer: Dave Langford
• Best Fan Artist: William Rotsler
• John W. Campbell Award: Michael A. Burstein

The layout of the stage was strange, leading to long delays between people being called and when they finally appeared at the podium. The 
seating was odd as well: they were the I lugo nominees to sit on the three seats at the each end of each row. and their guests further in on the 
row. Most people sat with their guests anyway.

Neal Barrett. Jr., was the Master of Ceremonies. He started with a joke: “Rene Descartes goes into a bar. The bartender asks. ’What will 
you have. Monsieur?’ ’A beer.’ He drinks the beer. ’Another. Monsieur?’the bartender asks. ‘I think not.’ Descartes says, and vanishes." 
Barrett said he was so well-known that he was lopps author card number 3749. Early on. it was just him, Chad Oliver, and Nat Hawthorne, 
sitting around talking about how jealous they were of that 1 lank Thoreau. “Friedrich Nietzsche walks into a bar. The bartender asks. ’What will 
you have. Monsieur?’ ’A beer.’ He drinks the beer. ’Another. Monsicur?’thc bartender asks. "What?! Didn’t you hear what happened to 
Descartes?”

l’he Seiuns were presented by someone new this year, who was more into the humor and 1 think moved it along a little faster. The Short 
Story in Translation winner was Greg Bear's "Heads”; the Novel in Translation was Robert Sawyer’s End Of An Era (the Japanese title of 
which would translate as "Good-bye Dinosaurs" or "Bye-Bye. Dinosaurs”). I he award was a rice spoon, which looks like a large paddle and 
led to a fair amount of risque1 comment. The First Fandom Aw ard had been given at DragonCon to Hal Clement. The Big Heart Award went to 
John L.Coker 111.

Afler Eggleton won for pro artist, presenter Pat Cadigan asked. "Bob. do you use a conditioner or a detangler?" I wonder if people vote for 
Eggleton just to see him do his hair thing. (Just kidding.) In accepting his Hugo. .1.Michael Slraczynski said. "Television oilers loo many easy 
answers and not enough good questions."

Barrett made several comments about established authors, but 1 thought his dissing of George Eliot for her "fast-paced writing and snappy 
dialogue" was unfair. The ceremony was over in slightly less than two hours. Personally 1 thought some of the best works were not even 
nominated this year, but so it goes. Button seen on the way in: "If Windows 95 is V2K-compliant. why isn’t it called Window's 1995?”

The Most Important Events of the Second Millennium
Sunday, 10 AM
J. R. Dunn (moderator), Andrew C. Wheeler

Wheeler said his first reaction was that all the interesting sluff was in the first millennium: the Big Bang, the expansion of material into 
space, etc. The second millennium was far less interesting. Then someone told him they probably meant the second millennium Christian era. 
Dunn started by listing the invention of the scientific method, the destruction of the horse barbarians, and the work of the "Founding l athers."

Roger Bacon. Francis Bacon, and Thomas Aquinas were the major contributors to the development of the scientific method. The Bacon's 
influence is more obvious, but Aquinas contributed by systematizing all knowledge up to the 13 th century, which gave people a base to work 
from. Wheeler thought the really interesting thing about the scientific method is that the Greeks’ thinking was very different: they wanted a 
beautiful theory and that was what a theory was judged on. " Ihc scientific method made theory have to conform to facts of the world.... Il 
means the ethical world and the physical world are inextricably linked.”

Regarding the second item, every' three hundred years the tribal horsemen (Huns. Vandals. Turks) would sweep across Europe and destroy 
civilization. I hc destruction of this cycle was broken by the Romanoff Czars in the 18lh and 19th centuries (the only book on tiiis seems to be 
The Caucasian Battlefields by Allen Muratoff). In addition to the obvious threats, these invasions were also the vector for the plague. 
Wheeler said that, had the native American horses not been made extinct, and the native population had generations of horsemen, the Europe
ans might never have been able to expand westward. Even with only a few generations of horsemen, it was a difficult proceed.

Wheeler said that up until recently war was a very amateur effort, and has only recently become a scientific study. (This is not to say then. 
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wcrcn t professional soldiers, but there was no training in military strategy or planning.) I here are theories now that general war is done, and 
war will turn entirely into terrorism. I he “body count" will be lower, but it could be the end of privacy and democracy (or at least the suspen
sion of many ol the rights guaranteed under it), bred Lerner (from the audience) asked how this “state of siege” would be different from the 
Dark Ages, where the threats were disease. bandits, and so on. Dunn said probably not ven much, except for the technology.

Someone asked about James Burke s Day The Universe Changed and Connections. Although Wheeler thought Burke's later work had 
gone downhill, he thought that Burke was a very' interesting historian who looked at the accidental and interactive nature of change.

W heeler thought that we might tend to list the printing press because we're “booky people.” but also that the printing press was a major, 
critical development in spreading knowledge. Lerner pointed out that the key change was the idea that knowledge should be disseminated, and 
that knowledge was not something special for the few. Tied into this was the fact that most of the early books were religious texts. But Dunn 
said the printing press meant you no longer had to rely on monks and the religious orders for what you would learn. Lerner also said that the 
printing press regularized language, and whichever group got the printing press first had their language become the dominant language of the 
area. It also changed the notion ol authorship, creating a notion of individual authorship. And it standardized texts by having everyone have 
identical texts (“we're all reading from the same page”—even though page numbers weren’t invented for fifty years).

Dunn also mentioned “Mute Inglorious lam” by Fred Pohl and C.M.Kombluth, about a 14 111 century' science fiction writer who doesn't 
have the base to build on. I found this interesting, because 1 just read it a few days ago in Resnick’s anthology, In the Funhouse]

Dunn got to his third event, the work of the founders. By this he meant the founders of the United States, and pointed to the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution. The ideas here were very new and radical. Not all agreed. Hamilton would have liked a permanent 
overlord class. Jefferson wanted a more pure democracy. Partially, the decision to include more people was to make themselves more 
legitimate than saying "it’s just us.” But as far as making rules and then following them themselves, they did fairly well, unlike the Mexican 
Revolution or others, hi response to a question. Dunn said that it was a myth that the Constitution was based on the Iroquois model, and that 
this myth arose when [icoplc starting feeling guilty about w hat they had done to the Indians.

1 emer said that one of the important examples set by the founders was that at the end of his second term, Washington left. Someone else 
said that he had also turned down a crown after the Revolution. The rise of democracy in two hundred years is remarkably fast, according to 
Dunn, and we still don't know where it will go in the future. Someone suggested that the founders' model was the Roman republic, not the 
Athenian democracy. I'he question of w hat caused the downfall of cither, and why the founders chose what they did. was debated but not 
resolved.

Wheeler said that we're living in a period of intense ideologies, fen years ago we would have been talking about Karl Marx and his 
importance. And the successful governmental model is not necessarily liberal democracy, but market capitalism. Dunn thought that may be true, 
but it's short-sighted, and pointed out that someone said that democracies do not have famines (Ireland was a colony in 1850. as was India in 
1943). and democracies do not go to war against each other. Dunn quoted an ancient philosopher as saying. “The strong do what they can; the 
weak endure what they must." and given the way the panelists talked about world history- up until the present, this seems to sum it up pretty 
well. Dunn thought one of the big events of the third millennium could be managerial, and recommended reading Drucker, who has a non- 
advcrsarial concept for business.

At the end. there was a discussion of India and China, where Wheeler said that China only wants to rule China, but they have changing 
ideas of what China is. w hich ties in with the take-over panel yesterday .

The Science in SF Today
Sunday, 11AM
Catherine Asaro, John G. Cramer, Jay Kay Klein, Michael Swanwick, Malcolm B. Wood

Cramer began by saying that, at the panel on science fiction's relevance yesterday, a couple of panelists seemed to equate science w ith 
space, and he felt that was grossly incorrect. Klein complained. “There is very little amount of biological science in science fiction.” He felt this 
is somewhat surprising, especially with all the recent developments in the biological sciences. (I suspect this will change because of these 
developments.) Benford said that not only is there little biology in Analog, and what is there is usually “excruciatingly wrong.” I Ic'd like to think 
this is because the biologists are too busy. Benford thinks that the developments in biology will focus on reproductive technology, and hopes that 
ail the new women scicnlisls-writers will pick up on this. Someone said there was a good article in Reason magazine (by Nick 
Gillespie) a couple of months ago. pointing out that identical twins were clones. Asaro said that what was interesting is that 
normally when you publish you get more money; the cloncrs published and immediately had their funding cut off.

Wood entered a plea to talk about something other than cloning. I Ic said, for example, he has heard about a cheap 
fusion bomb that didn't require a fission triggers, organic transistors, organic diodes, semi-organic polymers, and 
microchips in the brain. Swanwick said that these arc all engineering, and while scientists tell you how every thing will 
work, engineers tell you how things will fail. And since stories arc usually about things failing, you find more 
engineering in science fiction than science.

Cramer said that someone (Gail Nordley, wife of author G.David Nordley) said yesterday. “I learned my 
science from reading science fiction.” Cramer's reaction was “ I his is a bad thing to do.” When writing 
hard science fiction, authors use the science for a different purpose than to teach science. Asaro said that 
the science in the panelists' science fiction is based on extrapolations of what we already have. Others 
suggested "they make sense” and “they do not violate anything we know .” Wood wondered if authors 
sometimes get so involved in telling a great yam that they sort of say. “The hell with accurate science.”

Wood said what irritates him is science in science fiction that is just plain wrong. Fossilized high-speed 
bees in Beowulf's Children gets the time-frame for creating coal wrong as well as the hydrogen content 
and the book also had a flitter Hying at 120 kilometers a second. Benford said that he likes the moment in 
science fiction when you realize y ou got the scale wrong, and said that science has done that for humans. 
Regarding Contact's error of scale in the number of possible civilizations, Benford said that he was told, 
"h's too late io lip sync it and anyway, all we want is big numbers.” He said that S.taplcdon look the ideas of 
science and used them outside the science fiction community in a way that does this. Leinster was 
mentioned. When most of the audience knew the name. Cramer was impressed and said. "I love this
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crowd!" According to Swan wick. Leinster used to work on inventions. If it worked, he’d patent it. II it didn L he d "putty over the problem 
and write about it.

Benford said he hated to say the field should be more proactive, leading someone to suggest more active pros, leading someone else to ask 
for more active prose.

Klein pointed out that you are often stuck in your own belief system, and also that whenever you extrapolate beyond a few years, whatever 
you think will happen, won't. Cramer emphasized the value of science fiction in getting people used to dealing with change, even if the science 
is wrong that drives the change. "The change is the important element. "

Swanwick said that Soviet science fiction always had very pompous scientists, because popularizations of science there always had a 
heroic aspect, while here we arc more folksy. “Science fiction reflects the personalities of scientists.' said Asaro. "Scientists solve problems. 
Science fiction is therefore a very optimistic genre. Asaro said. "Science is a dialogue of change." and w hat really typifies this arc the three 
totally dissimilar introductions to The Ascent of Wonder. Benford noted. "The scientific frame of mind is a form ol enlightened imperialism. 
He said that the federal system was initially argued on the basis that each slate could be a separate laboratory'.

Benford admitted. "Watching science at work is remarkably like watching paint dry." but said that there is a fascination about reading about 
"science as she is done." /\n audience member said he learned more, not from science fiction, but from Asimov's columns and popularizations 
than he learned from school. Science writers recommended included E.O.Wilson. Lewis Thomas, Steven Jay Gould. John Casti. John Gibbon. 
Freeman Dyson, and John Horgan (the author of The End Of Science).

An audience member asked about cognitive science, which Benford said had been used. Swanwick compared it to medical science, in that 
it was a contradiction in terms. Science is experimentation, and we can't experiment (well, successfully) on human beings. Asaro said. "It is in 
science that you set out with a hypothesis.” to which someone responded. "But that’s the problem.”

Typical exchange: "No one's ever seen a neutrino.” “No one's ever seen a photon." “That’s all we see." One button 1 saw in the audience 
said. "The larger the island of know ledge, the greater the shoreline of wonder."

Cramer's old "Alternate View" column is now available on the Web.

Religion in SF
Sunday, 12 N
E. Susan Baugh, Dan Gallagher, Janice Gelb, Pamela Hodgson, C. J. Mills (moderator), Mary Doria Russell

Gallagher is a practicing Catholic. (He also unilaterally added himself to this and several other panels, and then tried to hijack the discussion 
to what he w anted to talk about, even if that had nothing to do with the topic.) Gelb is a conservative Jew. Mills is an observant Protestant. 
Russell described herself as "an cx-Catholic atheist who is now a Reform Jew ish agnostic.”

Mills said that in science fiction fandom. "There is a belief that people who believe in God and actively worship someone are fools.’" Russell 
said that she got a lot of flak for converting to Judaism, not because of Judaism, but because she was picking a religion at all. "I no more feel 
that science and religion are in conflict, than I feel that science and music are in conflict." You can have a stroke that affects your speech, she 
said, but still be able both to recite prayers and to sing songs.

Baugh and her husband separate churchianity from religion. They were trying to get married in a Lutheran church, but he was Gatholic and 
they were having problems, until they announced to their families. "We are living together on August 16: you can help us make it legal if you 
want." fhen the problems got solved. Gelb felt that a similar level of observance is more important to a meaningful discussion than agreement 
in a specific religion.

Mills claimed that the best discussions about religion she has had were at science fiction conventions but. "You cannot have a religious 
discussion with a militant atheist or a militant anything else.” (I don't know: Mark has a good time with the door-io-door missionaries.) 
Gallagher said that most of the religions have restrictions that annoy people in the modern world (e.g.. attitudes toward homosexuality). Gelb 
added. '’I'm from the poster child of restrictive religions.”

There was an attempt by Gallagher to get people in the audience to talk about religious experiences, but Mills insisted that the panel stay' on 
topic, and asked what level of religion one can put in a book without offending the publisher. Russell's first editor took all the references to 
religion out of 77ie Sparrow, resulting in what Russell said was "Methodists go to Mars”! Hodgson said it seemed to be easier to put religion 
into science fiction short fiction than in mainstream short fiction. Baugh said that the Christian fiction genre is splitting into sub-genres, and one 
is Christian science fiction. Baugh recommended Robert Don Hughes; others mimed were Stephen Lawhead and [someone] Pirelli, who writes 
horror for Christians. Gallagher suggested. “The use of religion in science fiction has to either haunt or terrify or fascinate."

I asked what science fiction has used religion well. Baugh said she thought Babylon 5 had used religion well. Hodgson said Dan Simmon's 
Hyperion and Russell's The Sparrow. Russell mentioned A Canticle for Leibowitz by Walter Miller. Gelb mentioned Jane Yolen’s Briar 
Rose, and Gallagher recommended TJ. Bass's Half Past Human. Mills said A Wind in Cairo and others by Judith Tarr. An audience member 
suggested James Morrow, who criticizes the church while saying that spirituality is part of what we are. Gelb added The Mists of Avalon by 
Marion Zimmer Bradley.

An audience member said that many of his friends read A Canticle for Leibowitz and they "didn't get it.” Did people need a religious 
background to understand it? Gallagher thought it required a Catholic background, or at least Christian. Gelb (and I) completely disagreed. Mills 
thought it was cultural literacy rather than religious training. Russell felt part of what she had to do was explain the "alien culture” of the 
Society of Jesus. I lodgson compared it to writing about Japan for an audience that had never been there. Baugh said she was probably the only 
panel member who hated A Canticle for Leibowitz. Mills said it reminded her of J Separate Peace by John Knowles. She said when she 
finished that book, she wanted to be Catholic -for a little while anyway.

Gelb said what creates dissonance for her is absolute belief in people that their faith is the one true faith. Is there any one thing that all 
religions abhor? Russell said selfishness, except for the Ik of Africa (Colin Turnbull did a study of them). Hodgson finds the inconsistency of 
beliefs and actions to fit this question.

How is your science fiction writing accepted in your religious community? Gelb was in an Orthodox group one day talking about tarot and 
witchcraft and. forgetting where she w as. said. “Actually, most of the witches I know arc pagans.” Russell’s rabbi is a fan. Hodgson said, "I'm 
an Episcopalian: anything goes." One problem was that the panel dwelled more on religion in fandom than on religion in science fiction. One 
audience member thought Mills controlled the panel too much. Of course, he w as one of those who wanted to keep adding comments that were 
not always on topic.
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Does Anyone Read Critical Magazines?
Sunday, 1 PM
Charles N. Brown, Nick DiChario, David G. Hartwell, Lawrence Person, David Truesdale (moderator)

Hartwell said critical magazines are those which publish principally to contain criticism, reviews, etc., but he 
also includes Norman Spinrad's critical essays in Asimov's. and essays in F&S’Eand Interzone, among others. 
. frown said there used to be more critical magazines, but they tailed because people wanted them, they just didn't want 
to buy them. Brown listed Speculations, Inside (Riverside Quarterly), Skyhook. IVarhoon, Australian SF Review. 
and .S/’ ( ommentary were earlier critical magazines that have lapsed. Brown felt Foundation was good, 
but the rest of the academic magazines are awful because they start out with a theory they want to prove, 
and the critics have no background in the field. DiChario likes the fact that there arc magazines devoted to '** 
criticism, and feels that is one of the strengths of the science fiction field.

Person referred to the recent Internet thread in which someone was reviewing Christopher Priest's 
Last Deadloss I ’isions and said that be had been reading science fiction, and hadn’t heard of Harlan 
Ellison, so why was this book important? 1 lartwell said. “It is a preconception that we should say out loud that an educated reader is better than 
a non-educated reader. (Is this why the Held is not as accessible to twelve-year-olds any more, as was noted at Readercon?) This generates a 
conversation of informed disagreement and argument, and has been a characteristic of the Held from the pulp days.

I lowever, it used to be that you were paying for the stories and got the criticism for free. (As Person said, “Criticism always comes free.") 
So people publishing critical magazines are in an awkward position. Brown said. “One of the things that we do. that the academics don't do, is 
that we do things wc shouldn't be doing at all." Reviewers and readers arc different. Reviewers and critics arc different also. "Most books 
shouldn't be reviewed." and half of what’s left is useless to critics. Hartwell felt too many books were reviewed in Locus. Brown agreed, but 
said the difficulty is trying to cut it down.

1 lartwell said Vew York Review of Science Fiction talks about the strengths and weaknesses of good books, but doesn't review bad 
books at all. His professor once said. "A novel is a work of prose fiction, longer than a short story, that has something wrong with it." Brown 
fell that critical magazines were valuable only to about ten percent of the readers, leading Hartwell to say he wouldn't mind having ten percent 
of Steven King's readers. One of the strengths of fanzines. Hartwell said, is that “they cover the stuff" Brown said that the best critical 
fanzines he sees are from outside the United States: England. Australia, and even China.

I ruesdale. addressing why he covers everything in the short form, says that in the world of short fiction, one doesn’t have to say much 
about any one work, and it provides needed feedback to writers in an area that gets less coverage than novels. But he says there is an art to 
reviewing, and has had to turn away middle-range writers who wanted to write reviews. Brown agreed. “Oh. they're the worst.’* DiChario said 
that part of being a writer is that you don't have enough time Io read everything, and the critical magazines do the silting for them. (Ninety 
percent of Truesdale’s readers are writers, but only ten percent of Hartwell's.)

Person said he sees a splinterization of the field. Where before someone might like The Mote in God's Eye and not 77te /.e/r Hand of 
Darkness, or vice versa, it used to be that everyone would have read both. Now. readers of Bujold don't read Sterling, and vice versa. I le 
feels this is why critical magazines arc so important in keeping people informed and interested in the field as a whole. “Some of the worst 
readers of critical magazines are enthusiastic fans." Brown said, who want discussions of their favorite books. They can’t review the third 
volume of a seven-volume fantasy series, for example, or even "Andre Norton's latest four books.”

An audience member said her problem was that she could never find the magazines on the news stand. Hartwell said that was one of the 
facts of life of small-press distribution these magazines aren't going to make it to most bookstores. Even the specialty stores are a problem, 
because they can't pay their bills promptly. (“A relentless drive to break even" is how- Hartwell described his job once. “Being in small-press 
for the big bucks is like being a Trappist monk for the hard drugs and sex." according to Person.) Even Ziesing w ill no longer carry magazines. 
Person thinks the Web will help, but “nobody's found a way to make money there yet.” Hartwell said that neither he nor Locus will be going 
out of business in spite of all that has been said.

An audience member said that he wants to read about books he has read rather than books he hasn't, because it’s the next best thing to 
discussing it with someone. I lartwell responded. "Reviewing is for people who haven't read the book: criticism is for people who have read the 
book." Brown said that to talk about books you have read, the best place is the Internet. Brown thinks that in five years most of the critical 
magazines will lx* on the Internet: Hartwell thinks it w ill be at least ten years. “[The Internet] is an enormous hotbed of first drafts." according 
to Hartwell.

Person noted that w'hilc Tangents, New York Review of Science Fiction, and Locus were broad views of the field. Nova Express is much 
more targeted, and with a stronger agenda Hartwell disagreed somewhat, saying. “Any magazine w'orth its salt has an editorial stance behind iL"

An audience member said that Bruce Sterling claims there is no science fiction novel in the Western Canon because they don’t deal with 
the question of existence, but Person pointed out that 1984 by George Orwell is canonical. Also. The Stars My Destination by Alfred Bester 
came out under the Vintage Contemporary imprint. John Updike said that science fiction can't be important because it doesn't deal with the 
nuances of daily life, w hich arc what arc really important But his next book will be science fiction.

Bill and Kelly Higgins’s Wedding Reception
Sunday, 2 PM
Normally. 1 wouldn't include this item, but since it was advertised in the daily newszine. 1 figured I would mention it. Bill and Kelly were 
married August 23. and even had a lislscrv for the wedding. Mazcl tov!

Why Do People Believe What They Do?
Sunday, 3 PM
Rob Chilson, Don Gallagher, Hal Clement (moderator), Paul Preuss, Lynn Ward

Clement pointed out that “believe” has multiple meanings (believing in God has different connotations that believing that, if you hit the 
brakes, your car will stop). Clement asked the panelists to give an example of something they don't believe it. 1 lis example was Counter-Earth. 
Gallagher spent a lot of time talking about UFOs versus spiritual experiences, and eventually said that he doesn't believe that UFOs are from 
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outer space, but he thinks there is something there. Preuss said he doesn't believe in I IOs. and doesn t think there s anything there. He also 
doesn't believe in levitation over a superconductor or in cold fusion. Ward doesn't believe that anyone has a monopoly on the truth or on 
accuracy. Chilson doesn't believe in telepathy.

Clement said he is basically skeptical when it comes to believing anything because he has been wrong so many times in his seventy-five 
years (and hopes to be wrong for a few more years). Clement says he writes hard science fiction, but said. "1 am deeply hooked on ferry 
Pratchett's Discworld series." He likes to fantasize and put the rules back in the drawer for a while to enjoy fantasy.

Ward pointed out that “the willing suspension of disbelief is a conscious act of will.” She finds that suspending disbelief often provides 
imaginative solutions to problems. Chilson pointed out. "We're not born rational." Small children are very imaginative and will dream about 
flying, and all sorts of strange things. All children can sing and dance until they arc told they can't. Preuss said that it is important to have 
imagination. Neils Bohr spent three days a week coming up with the craziest ideas he could, and three days a week tearing them apart. Preuss 
added that we simply don’t have time to research everything, so we believe a lol of things because we were told it was so. Letting go of what 
you always believed when you find a reason to do so is one of the hardest things we do. Clement talked about a very' clear memory that he has 
of a horseshoe on an airplane which conflicts w ith evidence. So his belief is that this is a false memory. (Someone suggested it might have been 
a joke.)

Clement expressed a problem with the word “proven.” "Proof’ is defined as “a preponderance of evidence bringing belief.' What does 
that mean? Gallagher said that Charles Pellegrino felt that since he could “prove" the parting of the Red Sea was a natural phenomenon, he had 
"proved" there was no God, while Gallagher saw' it as a "proof’ that God used natural phenomenon. Your predisposition colors your interpreta
tions. and hence your new beliefs, when you examine facts.

Heisenberg said that the sentence "Besides our world there exists another world with which no connection is possible" is grammatically 
correct, but meaningless. He used this in part of a discussion of whether quantum mechanics destroyed the concept of cause and effect as a 
rational base. An audience member asked. "Is all belief ultimately subjective?” Clement said his snap answer was yes. Ward said. "I don't 
know1." leading Clement to say, “She’s more objective than 1 am." Chilson said we perceive the universe only through our senses, so all beliefs 
are subjective, but this does not mean they are equally valid. Gallagher said, “1 think truth is immutable ... but our perception of truth varies with 
our society.”

1 asked about the importance of a matter affecting a belief. Preuss said that the importance of the belief was certainly an inverse factor in 
how easily we would believe it. Ward said how well it fils into your current beliefs affects it as well. And Chilson said the credibility of the 
source maitcrs a lot. Preuss closed by saying, "I touched on Hegel: 1 never got to Kant, so this panel’s been a failure." And Chilson said. "We 
believe a lot of w hat we believe because it makes us feel real good.”

Debunking Pseudoscience
Sunday, 4 PM
Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff, Dan Gallagher, Karen Mermel, Anne Phyllis Pinzow, Susan Smith (moderator), Andrew C. Wheeler 
“The impact of pseudo-science on the public and society, title from Sagan’s book”

Pinzow writes for a non-fiction occult publisher, such as a book on how to choose a tarot reader and how to know which arc charlatans and 
which are really gifted. She said that she believed in astrology, but in modem astrology, not sun sign astrology. She defined science as something 
that can be proven and repeatable.

Wheeler said that pseudo-science is what tries to look like science but, if you look at the thinking underneath, you find "magical thinking." 
Homeopathy, for example, seems to have some scientific basis but violates basic laws such as "for a molecule to have an effect, that molecule 
must be present." Bohnhoff saw the problems as being misinformation, the inability of people to reason their way through an argument, and 
fear. Gallagher felt that pseudo-science shouldn't include things like yetis or sasquatches, because strange animals occasionally arc found. 
Smith said that science asks how. but does not ask why. On the other hand, pseudo-science often gets involved in why.

Bohnhoff said that science is a paradigm for how we go about gathering know ledge. “Our job as skeptics is not to debunk but to prove." 
Wheeler said that both skeptics and pseudo-scientists feel that they are a beleaguered minority. Every major breakthrough of the time sounded 
nuts then. 1'his of course doesn't mean that the pseudo-science claims are true now. “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof.”

Gallagher said that the first edition of 7’Ae Celestine Prophecy offered to read your sun and moon signs for $30. but future editions dropped 
that oiler. Pinzow said that modern astrology requires an accurate time of birth (this seems like a very' easy way to explain away any errors). 
But she says it has not been scientifically defended, and claims that things like the “Saturn return" are based on evidence. This is when Saturn 
returns to the same place in orbit that it was when you were bom. This happens when you are thirty, and Pinzow sees this as being the basis
for the idea of not trusting any one over thirty .

Pinzow asked how much study people had done in astrology and tarot. Smith 
responded that she didn't need to study everything. If it's reproducible and 
accurate, it's valid. And when other experts have studied it, they have not found it 
to be reproducible or accurate. Someone suggested that tarot and other related 
fields work the way Rorschach tests, in letting us use a random pattern for our 
subconscious to put something on. Wheeler said that you always have to ask. 
"What is the mechanism by which this works?" For astrology, he has heard that 
it's gravity. But the gravitational effects of the rest of the universe other than earth 
are less than the gravitational effect of the delivering obstetrician.

Someone said that even “real science" can l get published if the results arc too 
strange. Smith and Wheeler said that the way an experiment is designed and 
carried out is tremendously important. Ctcin (in the audience) pointed out that 
science is a very conservative enterprise. The sin is not in failing to be right, but in 
being wrong. It is more important to prove something wrong than to prove 
something right.

Smith did a good job of keeping the rather rambunctious and annoying 
audience under control.
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Showcase: Mary Doria Russell
Sunday, 5 PM 
Mary Doria Russell

I .irly on. Russell said she didn t want taping unless I in getting royalties. '‘You're not.” “Then screw 'em." She also brought chocolate 
loi the audience, saying some people have their fans bring them chocolates, but she docs it differently. She apologized for her voice problems 
after doing all her panels: “I'd have had a really great career as a mute, but I can't shut up."

She never met a Jesuit until after selling the book, but now she even had a Jesuit based in Nepal tell her. “You have been a Jesuit in a past 
lite, t Io which she responded. It s time lor you to come home. You've been among Buddhists too long.") She found a Jesuit to proofread the 
book before it was printed: I he Vatican had a web site. Who knew?" Russell said that the Vatican has a policy if aliens are discovered, but 
hasn l released it yet. " I hey got into real trouble with Galileo and have been real good since then."

Jason Rothenberg wrote the screenplay for the movie ol The Sparrow. Il was pitched as "The English Patient meets Casablanca with 
special effects." (“You're getting on that spaceship...." “We’ll always have Cleveland.")

Russell quoted Bertrand Russell as saying, “Mere indication of scale would tend to indicate we are not the sole purpose of creation." She 
said Anne s biography is hers up to a point but. “She is willing to go to another planet whereas I won’t even go camping. If there's no room 
service, forget it." She read excerpts from The Sparrow and its sequel. Children Of God. “(The cover of Children of God] is by Giotto 
because they don't have to pay him royalties."

Masquerade
Sunday, 8 PM

I here were alxvut two dozen costumes, a manageable number. There was also no problem with long lines, etc., though the large-screen 
projection w as not designed for costumes and did color reproduction poorly. There were two or three “Men in Black" costumes, leading me to 
suggest that costumers think at least twice before designing a costume based on the latest hit science fiction movie. ( There were no "Contact" 
costumes, however)

Will Reading and Writing Survive Another 100 Years?
Monday, 10 AM 
Kathy Ice, Alison Sinclair, Lynn Ward

II he room wasn't even unlocked at 10 AM. so it didn't start until 10:10 AM.|
As an electronic publisher. Ice said she is either the root cause of making reading and writing survive, or the last best hope to keep 

publishing alive as we move into the electronic age. Ward thinks that reading and writing w ill survive, but not with books as the dominant 
medium ol literacy. She also doesn't believe that there was a "Golden Age." when people sat around reading great novels.

Sinclair asked what could replace reading and writing. "Images for some purposes are much, much better than words. But what you can't 
convey with pure images are abstract ideas, opinions, and personalities." There isn't as strong a consensus about what images mean than there 
is for words. “Could you replace the written word with the spoken word?" I here is additional information in the spoken word over the written 
word. Now. recording technology is clumsy—it's not random access, for example. But speaking is slower than reading. The fastest speaker was 
clocked at 390 words a minute: readers can read at 1000 words a minute.

Someone thought that computer technology will get rid of reading and writing in thirty years. Someone else pointed out that reading is much 
faster than hearing. An audience member said that we have much poorer audio distinction than visual distinction, so she thinks images (and 
written language) will remain dominant. Sinclair thought this might be because we were trained better in hearing. But the response was that we 
obviously felt a need for w riting, even w hen we were depending on the oral tradition. Ward pointed out that in the audience there were people 
listening, people taking notes, people with laptops, and people with recorders.

Someone suggested that children today are much less likely to engage in the active process of reading rather than the passive process of 
watching television. Ward said that interactive games are really a version of reading, and an active version of it. Ice said that the complaint that 
children aren't reading has been around for generations, even if the substitution media are different.

Someone noted that about 600 of the 3000 eligible voters voted for the 1 lugo for Best Dramatic Presentation, and about 400 for best novel. 
(If true, this is (he first year dramatic presentation out-pulled the novel.) Ice noted that all the members attend for different reasons: art. 
dealer's room, costuming, and so on. Sinclair thought the common element was that we all like to talk and we all have opinions. 1 had to leave 
early for the next panel, since I was on it.

Ethics in SF: Repressive Societies and Resistance
Monday, 11 AM 
John Gibbons (moderator), Pamela Hodgson, Evelyn C. Leeper, Bradford Lyau, C. J. Mills, Mike Resnick

| Thanks to Mark for taking notes at this panel.] There was no description for the panel, but it was apparently part of an ethical track.
Resnick began by saying that the archetypal science fiction repressive society is that of George Orwell's 1984. Hodgson agreed w ith 

Resnick, but added that repression is not just about dictators, but also about lifestyles and religions. Gibbons said he was picked for his story 
"Voice of the People." based on "a classic theme that 1 leinlein used." Lyau was trained as historian, and taught in Albania the year of 1995 to 
1996. I le reminded us that Albania was the only Muslim country in Europe, and was also the poorest country in Europe. It managed to lie 
repressive because it was completely closed off from outside influence since the late 1940s. I said that I was the token "I have no idea why 
I'm here" panelist, although 1 have been involved in some political activity on a small level. I also said it would be interesting to discuss how 
technology has changed resistance. Mills said that she writes science fiction and that it would be interesting to discuss how ethics affect 
resistance.

(iibbons asked if science fiction has said much constructive, or whether it was just wish fulfillment. Resnick said that it was pretty much 
the latter: "science fiction sets up straw men and knocks them down." Authors tend to use Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia, but resistance there 
is futile, because it s well after the point at which repression can be successfully opposed (This overlooks the fact that resistance did have 
some elTect in Soviet Russia. 1 suppose.) "I low about a government that says you must wear a seal belt, or that knows cigarettes cause cancer 
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and doesn’t do anything? These are the facets of our 
daily lives. We don't go direct to Stalin."

I commented that seat bells and cigarettes arc 
opposite sides of repression. Making us wear seat belts 
for our own good is repressive, but letting us smoke 
harmful cigarettes is not repressive. In fact, if the 
government banned cigarettes, that would be repressive. 
I also added the requirement for photo IDs for air travel 
as another step in government control that we just seem 
to accept. Also, though we think of ourselves as a very 
free society, we are seen by most Europeans as very 
repressive in the area of sexuality: the government tells 
us whorn we may love, how we may love them, and so 
on.

I lodgson said that “most of the repressive societies 
[portrayed by science fiction] are not very subtle," and 
the morality is clear. It is tough to address repression in a 
more subtle way. a much harder task. We also think of 
the science fiction community as being very' accepting, 
but it's not. As others have pointed out. we are not very 
accepting of fundamentalists (particularly Christian 
fundamentalists), conservatives, and so on. And that is also repression, albeit of a societal rather than a governmental nature. (This drew some
applause from the audience.)

Gibbons thought that some science fiction may come from adolescent wish fulfillment, where we sec ourselves fighting against our parents. 
Lyau talked about two authors on somewhat opposite sides of the fence. In Things To Come, he said. Wells felt he had the answer to how 
things should be run. On the other side. Eric Erank Russell wrote about individualism, and working against systematized government.

Mills said that as far as individual resistance to the Soviet Union, it was prayer vigils in Leipzig and Berlin started by one person that 
brought the Berlin Wall down. She liked Hodgson's observation that we don’t deal with the subtle. Resnick responded. ”1 don’t think art mirrors 
life: it simplifies it." In general he felt that one person overcoming tyranny is a juvenile image. In particular, nobody stood up and announced 
that they would overcome in Leipzig. If one person has an effect, it is usually a small victory'. (1 think Resnick was talking about the direct 
effect of one person. Obviously if someone starts a movement that many others join gradually, that can have a major effect. But the image of a 
lone individual standing up and saying, "All who w'ould lie free, follow me" and instantly having an army ofthousands of support him. or of a 
single person infiltrating and bringing down the government, is not realistic.) As he noted. " There is usually not a big payoff to individual acts of 
rebellion.”

There was a side discussion of various models of government and whether humanity was the most successful species. (1 claimed the 
dinosaurs long outlived us. Resnick said we were the only species that had the power to destroy all the others. That makes us powerful but I’m 
not sure I'd equate that with successful.)

Gibbons continued. "I would like to follow up on repression developing gradually and being in the eye of the beholder," adding that 
repressive societies got in w ith some degree of popular support, and that perhaps science fiction should spend more time on this aspect. 
Resnick said. "I think it is essential" He said that he lives in Cincinnati, the home of the Catholic Legion of Decency, and the first city to sue an 
art gallery for obscenity. Recently the local high school banned The Red Pony by John Steinbeck. You can't wait until they ban The Red Pony. 
he warned: you have to start fighting for Hustler and Screw. even though y ou may not like them or the people who publish them. It's insidious 
how these things begin, and if you wait for 7/;e Red Pony, you may have a lot of legal precedents against you.

I lodgson agreed, saying, "Absolutely. What is the job of the writer? To take a stand-yes, it is. If not. why bother?” Lyau said he was card- 
carrying member of the ACLU, and remind us that Octavia Buller once said lhat the worst censorship is self-censorship. 1 noted 1 was also an 
ACLU member, and said that a lot of people left because of the Skokie ease. I also noted that someone 1 know w ho is a supporter of the 
ACLU and is for gun control wants the ACLU to be against gun control in order for them to be consistent and diligent. Regarding fighting 
censorship. I said. "You don't have to like the people; you have to like the idea [of free speech].”

Gibbons said that something I had said about technology seemed to relate to Hired magazine saying information wants to be free, and asked the 
panelists to comment on this. I started by saying that Arthur C.Clarke had talked about this in the 1950s with "1 Remember Babylon.” with the 
Chinese broadcasting all sorts of sex and violence via a communications satellite. Clarke realized there would be no w ay to keep information 
out. China discovered this during Tiananmen Square, w ith the information flow in both directions being impossible to stop. Singapore Internet 
users today who are faced with restrictions just dial across the strait to Malaysia. And I also pointed out that "information wants to be free" did 
not originate with Hired (and 1 suspect that if you tried to make their information free, they would object mightily). On the other hand. South 
Africa used to register typewriters so lhat if a subversive leaflet were printed, they could tell which typewriter had produced it.

Mills said that technology was another cause for the fall ol the Berlin Wall, because the government could not keep out information about 
the West. Ly au noted that on the other hand Albania cut out technology altogether and still had donkeys in the markets. He waited five years to 
gel a telephone pul in and had to go to the post office to make all his phone calls, which certainly was not conducive to speaking freely over the 
telephone. 1 said that it worked for Albania, but most countries waited a bit loo late. (I his is certainly connected to Resnick's notion that you 
have to catch trends early.) Resnick said that Robert A.Heinlein's “Solution: Unsatisfactory" also claimed that you cannot embargo knowledge, 
but this was simply wrong. The best tyrannies and most repressive tyrannies in Africa arc countries where the electricity goes off at 7 I’M. 
There is no flow of information. Malawi until very recently had no telephones, so there was no way to build a resistance. You could talk to your 
family, but you couldn't communicate with people in even the next village.

Hodgson said. "We think of Canada as the good guys. Their national slogan is 'We’re nice.’” But they also have some very' strong 
censorship laws and there are books that are hard to get into Canada. Also, when one says "all information wants to be free." we forget that 
some people cannot afford computers.
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Resnick said. "One of the problems with science fiction in America is our antecedents. We arc the bastard stepchildren of Hugo out of 

Edgar. In addition, American science fiction is rather simplistic about good and evil, f or example, everyone meant well during Vietnam, but 
somehow it worked out badly. Unlike science fiction, not the all people who hide information are bad guys. (1 later said that Resnick’s own 
"Kirinyaga” stories are an example of this.)

Someone in the audience said that although most hard science fiction has Earth in the future being repressive, the Internet is a perfect 
example of unregulated information. I le said that one way or another kids are seeing too much and something needed to be done. I pointed out 
that Congress did something (the "Communications Decency Act”) and the Supreme Court slapped them down (and rightfully so. in my 
opinion). Hodgson said that this was not the first time we have had this argument about free speech: it dates back to Jefferson.

Resnick tell that science fiction is probably not going to look at the guy who thinks he is wrong, but at least ought to be addressing "the guy 
who's right and is going to do something for your own good.” G.David Nordlcy (from the audience) mentioned Jules Verne's 20,000 Leagues 
' nder the Sea. in which Nemo was a prince who complained about being repressed by governments, yet ruled over the Nautilus and 
repressed Arronax in much the same way.

Someone said that we were talking mostly of the majority being repressed by a minority, but there is also the repression of a minority by the 
majority. I lodgson said that this was a good point, but is not as futile as it seems, and that racial minorities do have hope. 1 added that the 
example I would give is the gay rights movement, where a minority has convinced many of the majority of the rightness of their cause. Maybe 
his is because I believe that people don I start out to be mean. I hey genuinely believe in what they're doing, and on the whole arc amenable to 

reason.
L.yau talked about how we react to people who use the term "sci-fi.” (Someone said that anything that bugs Harlan Ellison can't be all 

had.) But Resnick said. II you know it s offensive, why do it? Ilodgson said that it's the same reaction to when you hear an older person use 
a racial term that is degrading (the example she gave was "colored guy”). You're pretty sure that they don't mean anything by it, but it still 
grates.

(iibbons asked lor closing comments. Most of us recapitulated what we had said. Resnick wrapped it all up by saying that it's f un to talk 
about, but ( ommon Sense was the last American book that made a serious difference in what people did or how they lived.” (Has he 
considered Uncle loin's ( akin?) fen years ago "liberal was "the L-word.' and very negative. At one time unions were good, now they're 
bad. 1 listory is cyclical and what is ethical at one time often becomes less ethical down the road.

Quantum Physics Weirdness: The Best Game in Town
Monday. 12 N
Ron Collins, John G. Cramer

(. miner is the author of the Iransactional Interpretation, which is an alternative to the Copenhagen or Everett-Wheeler Interpretations (see 
below).

L instein said quantum mechanics had spooky actions at a distance, and so must be wrong. But every test confirms quantum mechanics. 
Einstein didn t like wave-particle duality, the uncertainty principle, wave-function collapse, or non-locality. The last is when you take two pieces 
of a system that are entangled in some w ay. and send them in different directions, measuring one affects an aspect of the other. This is the 
I PR (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen) Bridge, and seems to imply faster-lhan-light information transfer. Collins said that once you believe that you 
can transport information instantaneously, you ask whether you can transport matter as Well.

[• berhard s I heorem says that the operators for two widely separated elements of an entangled system always commute. In other words, 
there is no possibility ol information transfer. Steven Weinberg proposed a non-linearity of quantum mechanics which people seemed to 
disprove, but this non-linearity would break Eberhard's I heorem. If the Copenhagen Interpretation is true, this would also let you send 
information between universes. I he Copenhagen Interpretation says that the quantum mechanical wave function is in the head of the observer. 

I his leads to "observer-created reality. Logical positivism (“don’t ask. don't tell") says only ask questions you can make physical measure
ments on. Normally, people start with a picture and design the mathematics to match, but I leisenberg and Schroedinger came up with the 
mathematics with no underlying conception of what they meant.

(. ollins said. " Io have a theory’ is to understand the universe. How does the universe work? I low would I like it to work?" He also said that 
there has to be some hand-waving: "Proving that you can't do something-nobody wants to read that. They want to read that you can some
thing. .An audience member sagely noted." I he experimental verification of the non-existence of non-linear elements in quantum equations has 
been observed only in this universe."

I he Everett-Wheeler Interpretation says that the wave function didn’t collapse, the universe split. It explains wave function collapse, but 
does a miserable job of explaining non-locality . The I ransactional Interpretation has a normal wave from a source to a receiver and an advance 
response wave going back, "ensuring all the bookkeeping for quantum mechanics is properly enforced.” (Eugene Wigner said that to have lime 
run backwards in a system, complex-conjugate it.) Cramer said that some interpretations of Everett-Wheeler say that two identical universes 
fuse back together, so this answers the question of micro-reversibility. (Whatever that means.)

I law king believes nature abhors a lime machine and that nature would destroy a lime machine when il came on line. Cramer did it 
differently—lhe lime machine destroys the universe back to the beginning, and it all starts over, or, as he said. "Time travel the hard way." 
Regarding teaching "junk science" like time travel. Collins said he needs people who know their science for his job. but the kid al Burger Chef 
who's trying to decide what he wants to do with his lifc-lhat's who his science fiction is aimed al.

Someone suggested that in science fiction. "Introducing junk science is part of what we do.” while such books as The Dancing IVu Li 
Wasters which are trying to form an "unholy alliance” between science and Eastern religions are the real dangers. Cramer said. “We are 
taking the roots of real science and grating on lop of it some rubber science ... and this joint should be as invisible as possible." Bui Cramer 
includes appendices explaining which arc which in his books.

Someone asked about quantum computing. Cramer said. "There's a lot of noise about quantum computing because there's a lot of money 
going in to it.' I he idea is using entangled communication links between parts of the computer in a sort of a parallel computer using uncollapsed 
wave functions. Cramer thinks it may be a nifty way to factor large prime numbers, but not ven useful otherwise.

Someone asked Cramer to reconcile relativity and quantum mechanics. Someone else said. “In filly words or less." I added. ‘Tor the 
layman. Cramer said there are tools and gave an explanation in more than filly words which I didn't follow. However, he added that "the only 
thing we know about quantum gravity is its name." Dale Skran asked about Greg Egan's use of quantum mechanics, but Cramer hadn't read 
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enough Egan to comment on it. Collins said that Egan was using the Copenhagen Interpretation, at least for some of his work. “ There is one 
universe where Copenhagen is true, but you could go back and tlx that.” suggested one person.

Someone asked for the quantum mechanical explanation for Casimir Effect (if you have two parallel conducting plates and bring them 
closer together, the energy density of the space between them goes down). If you believe the energy density of a vacuum is zero, then you can 
get negative energy densities and this can be a source of energy. Someone calculated that this also resulted in faster-than-light photons.

From a writer's standpoint. Collins said when he secs an idea he always asks. “What can I do with this?” Here you could have a weapon 
that could blow you up before you can see it. Someone asked. “Is a weapon that can blow you up the instant you see it good enough?" “No. by 
God. it isn't."

SF Musicals: All Singing! All Dancing!
Monday, 1 PM
Janice Gelb, Walter Jon Williams, Connie Willis, Lori Wolf (moderator)
“The big effects and cinema techniques that help make today’s sci-fi extravaganzas.”

Musicals mentioned included Little Shop of Horrors. Brigadoon, Return to the Forbidden Planet. Shock Treatment. Phantom oj the 
Paradise, Spaceship. The Wizard of Oz. Young Frankenstein. Just Imagine. Green Pastures, Blows Against the Empire, and anything by 
Busby Berkeley. Willis was involved in a musical version of Alien for her high school of which the only thing she remembered was the theme 
song: “I’ve Got You Under my Skin." Gelb suggested using the Ulk song. “Pop Goes the Alien.” Williams said that all musicals seem to take 
place in fantasy worlds with invisible orchestras, etc.

What science fiction would make a good musical? (Well, other than Willis's Remake.) Willis thinks the medium is still viable even though 
people say. “Well. I just can't do musicals, because people don't just burst into song." "Well, in real life. Mel Gibson isn’t your taxi driver. 
Another argument is that we are no longer innocent enough, but Willis doesn't think this isn't true.

Gelb thinks The Foundation Trilogy would make a good musical. Stalin was a fan of musicals, according to Williams, and there were 
great Stalinist musicals about the future. Williams explained that the Soviets couldn't produce decent undergarments and the image ol large 
Soviet female singing stars cavorting about the stage .... to which Gelb said. “ Thank you for sharing. Walter. Gelb also suggested The Day the 
Earth Stood Still and Willis's “Blued Moon.” I suggested something like Spider and Jeanne Robinson s "Stardance, which already had a 
musical theme. Wolf suggested Frederick Pohl and C.M.Kornbluth's Space Merchants, though someone thought this would require Billy 
Wilder. General Technics did a science fictional filk version of West Side Story.

Musicals and special effects movies share the “spare” plot. Willis said that today's films are driven by the special effects available. (I his is 
verv much, she noted, what happened with the early talkies.) She thought that the special effects in Men in Black served the story (which not 
everyone agrees with). Sunset Boulevard, someone suggested, has nothing going for it except the set design, which is special effects run 
amuck. Willis said there was a period of minimalist set design, and in that lime, the tunes did have to be good because that’s what people 
noticed.

Gelb thought Les Miserables was overblown, but I suggested that Wagner was overblown in the same way. and Williams said that Les 
Miserables was not a musical, it was an opera. He also said. " The Hollywood musical is doing very well but they don l have live actors. (I 
would note at this point that the opera is also doing well, but they don’t call it opera. “Opera ’ is defined as a dramatic presentation that is 
entirely sung, w ith no spoken dialogue. By this definition. Z.es Miserables is definitely an opera, and I think Phantom oj the Opera and Miss 
Saigon are as well. Just because the common understanding of “opera” is whatever is done in an opera house, and “musical is whatever is 
done on Broadway does not make it so.)

Gelb said that Egyptian films arc all musicals: I added that Indian films were also.
Someone mentioned Jeff Rice's War of the Worlds. Someone else said something about Pink Floyd’s "Dark Side ol the Moon and I he 

Wizard oj Oz; Williams said it also worked for Metropolis. Williams said that Return to the Forbidden Planet was the most risk-free musical 
produced: everything in it had been successful elsewhere. For that mailer, the movie Journey to the (. enter of the Earth was a musical.

Recommendations and warnings for musicals ensued. Willis recommended 1776 (also popular w'ith fans—Smofs were going to do a version 
for the WSFS Business Meeting), and w arned against Tea For Two. Wolf w arned against At Love Last Love. Gelb really likes Pippin and 
hales The Magic Show. Williams recommended The Band Wagon (“Oh. yes, that's Fred, screamed Willis) and warned against South 
Pacific. 1 would recommend Cabaret as a different kind of musical, or Heavenly Creatures as another oilbeat (possible) musical. Willis liked 
the musical version of Gbor/bye. Mr. Chips, and also Paint Your Wagon even though no one could sing.

Final Comments
Many amendments were passed in the Business Meeting, mostly ol a housekeeping or 

clarification nature. I he most notable was changing the name of the category “Best Non- 
Fiction Book” to “Best Related Book.” An amendment adding an e-zine category' was 
defeated.

In my opinion. I oneStarCon 2 suff ered from a variety of problems: overloaded scheduling 
during the day and skimpy scheduling al night, microphone inadequacies, some confusion as to 
the scheduling, no definition of panels (most had no description other than their title), and an 
incredibly poorly designed convention center (at least for this convention). I won’t say I had a 
bad time, but it was definitely one of the lesser Worldcons I have attended.

In a hotly uncontested bid. Chicago won the Worldcon for 2000 and will be called Chicon 
2000. They can be reached al Chicon 2000. P.O.Box 642057. ( hicago II. 60664. 
chi2000?/ chicon.org. or http://www.chicon.org. The Guests of 1 lonor will be Ben Bova. Bob 
Eggleton, and Bob and Anne Passovoy. and the Toastmaster will be Harry Turtledove

Anaheim won the bid for the 1999 NASFiC (the "99 Worldcon being in Australia) Il will 
be called Cornucopia and held August 26-29. 1998. I have no information on Guests of Honor.

Next year in Baltimore!

at souk convention, make 
'lOU EAT KIWI DONT 

the four famish food groups'

chicon.org
http://www.chicon.org
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Zineophile 
by Bob Devney 
Art by Ian Gunn

NOTE: I don't get into the clubhouse much. So please send 
zines you'd like me to see directly to Bob Devney, 25 
Johnson Street. North Attleboro, Massachusetts, U.S.A. Or 
for e-zines: bobdevncy@aol.com

Emerald City, #25, September 1997 • 
Produced by Cheryl Morgan • Available from 
cherylmorgan@compiLserve.com • Also at her Web 
site, http://www.emcit.com/emcit.html • 29 pages

Observers from Marco Polo to Valentine Michael 
Smith have shown that nobody gets the goods on a 
society like an outsider.

As Cheryl Morgan seems doomed to prove. The 
narrative thread binding her fine thick monthly 
perzine used to be A Pommie in Ozzieland. She's 
English, but lived in Melbourne for several years, see, 
where she blabbed all about Australian SF books, 
writers, fans, politics, and cooking/drinking/mating 
habits. (Uninhibited, those Aussies.) However, she lost 
her job this spring, and is currently continuing her 
tour of the colonics in northern California.

If we insist on sheltering the wretched refuse of 
Europe's teeming shore, we'd better accept they're a 
persnickety lot. At various points in the September 
issue, we learn that in the U.S. Cheryl fears muggers 
more than in England. But admits that gun-toting 
homeowners do seem to keep our burglary rate down. 
And she notes of an aquarium's message board 
festooned with arguments from Libertarian and 
Christian tourists debating fishery management that 
"America seems to be full of fundamentalist crazies." 
OK, she's got us there. Full disclosure note: Also 
slightly critical was her recent review of my more 
modest monthly 7774? Devniad, she deplored the lack of 
a narrative thread in my Readercon quote-a-thon but 
assured her readers I had done better work elsewhere. 
Here in Zineophile, for instance, hope hope.

Woody Allen once said his parents' values were 
"God and carpeting." Besides writers and writing, 
Cheryl's values seem to be beer and costuming. 
Luckily for us, she thinks the U.S. does well in both 
categories.

Also, in several issues recently she's been fighting 
the good fight about e-zines. Can't understand why 
some fanzine fans get their propellers in a twist 
criticizing the very idea. Isn't the Text what's sacred, 
not its earthly garments? I couldn't agree more; have 
never seen the argument better put. Go, girl.

And in the case of Emerald City, an amazing 
amount of Text it is, for a regular monthly effort by 
one person. Good, quality stuff too.

This issue's highlight: fifteen pages of analytical, 
gossipy Worldcon reportage. She doesn't just tell you 
what happened down in San Antonio's "humid 
cauldron," but why and who and how to fix it. Even 
the odd apt metaphor: "It was a swan of a convention, 
mostly smooth and unruffled on the surface, but 
paddling like crazy underneath."

I lelping to man the info desk, usher the Hugo 
awards, and den mother the Masquerade still left her 
time for a pub crawl with legendary pulp 
prolificaneer Lionel Fanthorpe. And Bostonians will be 
pleased by her mention of how the Boston in 2001 bid 
bash "set a new standard for party quality against 
which future bids will be judged."

There's also her (serious) expose of a plot by "an 
elite group of SMOFs," complete with ascription of 
"sinister motives" to beloved NESFAn SMOF Mark 
Olson regarding a Business Meeting motion he helped 
pass. That's pages 12 and 13 in my copy, for all those 
NESFAns now lunging onto her Web page to get the 
full sordid story.

Cheryl seldom minces words. In this issue's book 
reviews, she says she worshipped Dan Simmons' 
Hyperion, hated its sequel Endymion, but thinks the 
series' final volume, Rise of Endymion, full worthy: "A 
simple love story, given sweetness and pathos through 
the mysteries of time travel ... I cried." Whereas she 
finds 1 larry Turtledove's Thessalonica, an alternate 
Roman Empire history by one of her companion Kevin 
Standlee's favorite authors, to be "the worst piece of 
hack work 1 have seen in ages." For instance: " [ Aj 
satyr has the hind parts of a goat, not a horse. The 
cover artist got it right, but the author and editor are 
clearly idiots."

1 AnervI liked this woman. Turns out that, like me, 
she's a great admirer of Dorothy Dunnett. Reviews the 
reissue of 1961's The [although Cheryl has it A] Game 
of Kings — the first in Dunnett's series of accom
plished, convoluted historical novels about 16th 
century Scottish bandit/soldier/galley slave/opium 
addict/romantic Francis Crawford of Lymond. "As 
the series progresses, Dunnett develops a talent for

mailto:bobdevncy@aol.com
mailto:cherylmorgan@compiLserve.com
http://www.emcit.com/emcit.html
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emotional cruelty that is hopefully unsurpassable." 
Well said.

l'his issue of Emerald GTyalso manages to cram 
in restaurant ratings, fanzine reviews (of ANZAPA, 
Bento, AMD, and Factsheet5), a tribute to "the 
world's cutest animal, the sea otter," and a visit to a 
NASA airfield open house.

Cheryl's invariable closing squib "Love 'n' hugs," 
if not the world's cutest signoff, certainly aspires to be. 
She's obviously got aspirations for this fanzine too ... 
and is already living up to many of them.

Probe, #102, March 1997 • Editor Cedric
Abrahams • P.O. Box 781401, Sandton, 2146, South 
Africa • E-mail: andriesp@absa.co.zti • 68 pages 
including covers • 5 3/4 x 8 1/8

This clubzine for Science Fiction South Africa has 
been on my get-to list since Lloyd Penney reviewed it 
for PBa few years back. As he indicated, it's a nice, 
clean effort. Interesting especially for its slight exoti
cism: this is a small club (191 members total) in a 
place far from the SF mainstream. Although they're 
reading many of the same tilings we are, from yards of 
extruded Star Wars goop to John Clute's SFEncyclope
dia.

News in this issue is they're trying to cut down on 
that distance. The club will field at least 11 members 
at Bucconeer in Baltimore next summer, "the first time 
South Africa will be officially represented at a 
Worldcon."

And some things never change, as proven by 
Donald Mullany's wry report on a year's worth of 
gaming/genre cons. Of the Tolkien Society's Annual 
Medieval Feaste: "Most of the younger generation 
have not heard of or thought about JRR Tolkein. Some 
have occasionally played the computer game, but 
have no idea of the printed word." We feel your pain, 
Donald.

Zine reviewer Deirdre Byrne has managed 
anyway to cultivate excellent literary taste: "Propur 
Boskonian is rapidly becoming one of my favorite 
zines." She likes my stuff, and declares Evelyn 
Leeper's L.A. Con III con summary "the best report on 
last year's Worldcon in all the zines 1 read." Byrne also 
praises lesser lights such as Zlnszb/c and Mimosa, and 
defends Fosfax despite not being certain that "an 
extensive discussion of contemporary American 
politics is as enthralling to a South African reader as it 
clearly is to the writer."

Proper Boskonian
Jaroslav Olsa brings things closer to home — well, 

his home, anyway — with a Locus-worthy survey of 
SF in Zimbabwe and Malawi. It seems "there is no 
African country (except South Africa) where science 
fiction as a specific genre has been established. All SF- 
related African works are unique and isolated." Such 
as Malawian Eric Mavengere's intriguingly titled 
Akanyangira yaona, which you non-Shona-speakcrs 
might translate as He Stalked the Animal After ft Had 
Already Seen Him. Ghosts and supernatural beings 
are the most popular spec fic subjects for writers in 
these unsophisticated parts. (You know, like Stephen 
King or Clive Barker?)

Good artwork here throughout, including great 
spots and occasional by Australia's invaluable lan 
Gunn and a strikingly demonic wrap cover by Roberto 
Schima, who apparently hails from Brazil. These 
southern hemisphere types stick together.

Probe's overall design scores high. As a minor 
suggestion, the page number/zine name slug probably 
shouldn't be the most eye-catching element on every 
page ...

I'm a sucker for comic relief, so Neville Beard 
obliges with a selection of SF limericks. Note to 
Neville: it does help if you count syllables strictly. 
Alice Bentley adds black humor by recalling a grisly 
little filksong about "the cannible (sic) maid and her 
Hottentot blade."

The zine regularly folds fiction into the mix, 
including a neat little cyberWonderland fable by 
Yvonne Eve Walus on "Alice in Virtual Reality." L. 
Strydom contributes a pungent short on body legging 
in a grimly stratified urban future. An artifact that 
turns out not to be so alien is the focus of an elegiac 
far-future tale by C. Wissing. And Lionel Latigan (how 
come all these names sound like pseudonyms?) has a 
storv demonstrating how to make a profit selling time 
machines.

A 13-page Hard Copy section covers 23 books with 
midlength reviews by Gail Brunette, Ian Jamieson, 
Neville Beard. Plus others of such godlike renown in the 
South African SF community' they sign their reviews 
simply Al, David, Deirdre, Yvonne, or Philip.

Many reviews here cover the media spinoffs (Star 
Wars, Star Trek, Ped Dwarf, etc.) infesting SF book
shelves worldwide, but Philip is cogenton novels by 
Steele, Vinge, and Varley. While Deirdre (the Deirdre 
Byrne above?) does a nice job on an unusual choice: 
Dersu Uzala, by the Russian writer Vladimir 
Arsenyev. Which she finds "rigidly set in a Russian 
version of Victorian-cum-fantastic voyage realism." 
Dersu is a circa-1900 Siberian tribal frontiersman akin 
to James Fenimore Cooper's Natty Bumppo. By the 
way, Deirdre, catch the striking 1974 movie of this 
book by the great Japanese director Akira Kurosawa if 
there's a copy in the country.

Otherwise, most emphases here are on plot 
summary and whether or not the reviewer liked the 
book. Which is where way too many fanzine reviews 
start — and end ...

mailto:andriesp@absa.co.zti
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SFRevu September 1997, Vol. 1.3 • 
Editor/Publisher Ernest Lilley • E-mail 
SFRevu@aoI.com with, in subject line, "Email Sub
scription" to get text via e-mail, or "Notify Me" to get 
notice of Web page changes • Website: http:// 
members.aol.com/sfrevu *19 pages

Fanzine incest note: 1 made friends with SFRevds 
Ernest Lilley several Boskones back. Introduced him to 
his girlfriend. Even wrote an article for his August 
issue. So maybe everything positive I tell you about 
SFRevuis all made up. You'll never know without 
downloading a copy, will you? OK Ern, I'll take that 
payola now.

As the masthead irreducibly proclaims, "SFRevu 
brings Science Fiction reviews and interviews to the 
web each month." So it avoids the usual perzine 
coverage of the editor's love life, day job miseries, and 
menus from vacation. (Except last month's chili 
recipe, which Ernest tied into coverage of the San 
Antonio worldcon.) Just short-to-medium-length 
pieces, mostly reviews and interviews, in a style 
approximating commercial revuspeak.

So why not just read, say, the last half of Locus? 
Well, this is shorter. Cheaper; in fact, free. (Computer, 
monitor, and Web connection not included.) And more 
amateurish — in a good way. Ernest and his guest 
reviewers are usually enthusiastic about their subjects, 
and want to share the joy. It's the sori of consumer- 
oriented zine that might go well with a four-star 
rating system. How about it, Ern?

Selection here is fairly mainstream. Covered arc a 
Star Wars book and novels by Tricia Sullivan, C. |. 
Cherryh, David Duncan, Allen Steele, David Sherman 
& Dann Cragg, William Gibson, and Michael 
Swanwick.

Ernest adores Jack Faust, Swanwick's SF retelling 
of the Faustian legend of Marlowe, Goethe, etc.: "a 
delight for anyone who has given thought to life, the 
universe, and everything — and a spur to anyone who 
hasn't ... absolutely fabulous."

Unlike his illustrious precursors, Swanwick spent 
time on what Faust got for his devilish bargain: in his 
storv, enough scientific knowledge to compress the 
Industrial Revolution into a few decades. "I wanted to 
write the true story of Doctor Faust, of how he bar
gained for knowledge and was by knowledge de
stroyed."

Cyberpunk is getting less wired, according to the 
review of William Gibson's look at "virtual celebrity" 
in a near-future neo-Tokyo. In Idoru, "fantasy bows to 
reality. Gone are the wire plugs connecting us directly 
to the Net, replaced by sensor gloves and goggles ..." 
But Ernest thinks predecessor Virtual Light shone 
brighter.

Fhe issue's other review-and-interview slot is 
enjoyably filled by physicist Catharine Asaro, whose 
( atch the / ightning continues her escapist Saga of the 
Skolian Empire. Ernest terms it a "blend of Heroic 
Fantasy and Hard SF." Says Asaro, "When I was a
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little girl, [myl tales were all about heroines and their 
cats saving the universe from nebulous evil plots ... 
Gradually the cats lost their place to handsome young 
fellows who wanted rides with the heroines in their 
ultracool spaceships." And ultimately to her current 
heroine Tina, who escapes gang wars in LA for ro
mance and adventure with "a cybernetically en
hanced fighter pilot from an alternate future." I see 
Jennifer Lopez and Keanu Reeves in the movie ...

Cliief delight in this issue may well be the 
RetroReview (shouldn't that be RETRORevu?) by 
Thomas R. Ippolito. Subject: 1’om Swift Jr.

A long-time Swiftian, Ippolito hosts a Web site, 
The Ultimate Tom Swift Collector's Guide, at http:// 
pw2.netcom.com/~raven43/Persl.htm. He reminds 
us of many facts about the boy inventor we may have 
forgotten: The Tom Jr. series debuted in 1954 and ran 
for 17 superscientific years. Price per book: $1.07. 
Plots: a tad formulaic. "Inevitably, science, ingenuity 
and courage conquered [all] within 180 pages." And a 
rare copy of the late entry Tom Swift and the Galaxy 
Ghosts would fetch $175 today; $800 for the entire 
series.

Bet yo Momma threw all yours out, said Tom 
trashily.

Elsewhere here, guest reviewer E.J. McClure calls 
C.J. Cherryh's Finity's End "her most accessible book 
to date," and "a satisfying conclusion" to the 
Merchanter tale begun with Downbelow Station. You 
mean, that's it? No more? Hope I'm reading you 
wrong, E.J.... Tony Tellado of the NYC radio show Sci- 
Fi 'Falk calls Contact" tiac most engaging SF film of the 
decade," and also makes Laurent Bouzerau's Star 
Wars: The Annotated Scripts sound good enough that I 
went out and bought it last night. Now that's an 
effective review ... And Steve Sawicki says he doesn't 
generally do "gushy reviews," but you couldn't prove 
it by how he feels after his fifth reading of Present 
Tense by Dave Duncan.

MT VOID AQ/2^/97, Vol. 16, No. 17
• MT Chair/Librarian Mark Leeper, Factotum 
Evelyn 1 eeper • E-mailecl@mtgbcs.mt.lucent.com
• Back issues at  
Athens/4824 • 7 pages

http://www.geocities.com/

Ostensibly tills is the club fanzine of the Mt. Holz 
Science Fiction Society, which I take from internal 
evidence to be kinda somewhere in southern northern 
New Jersey. Although since 1 can't find Mt. Holz in 
either of ny two road atlases, perhaps the club exists 
more as a state of mind. Fact-checking fanzine re
views can be a bitch.

What this incredibly productive little production 
actually seems to be, however, is the weekly perzine of 
Mark R. '.eeper, with occasional chime-ins from his 
wife Evelyn Chimelis Leeper.

mailto:SFRevu@aoI.com
members.aol.com/sfrevu
mailto:E-mailecl@mtgbcs.mt.lucent.com
http://www.geocities.com/


That's right, I said weekly.
The astounding prolific!ty involved in one or two 

people's getting a fanzine, even an electronic one, out 
every 7 days should be no surprise to anyone who 
knows the keepers. Evelyn's incomprehensively 
comprehensive con reports run regularly here in 
Proper Bostonian: marvels of eidetic reportage that 
allow readers to construct a virtual con in their heads 
and really not miss much for not being there. At 
Boskone and other conventions, you'll see Evelyn and 
Mark seemingly on or at every panel discussion with 
their laptops clicking at lightspeed. They also jet off to 
Japan or somewhere for a few weeks every so often 
and come back with another bronto-sized brief on the 
experience.

And in their spare femtosecond, they do this.
Evelyn begins with a useful feature every issue: 

the URL of the week. From a poetry site to various con 
Web pages to this week's http://www.erols.com/ 
vansick/scifi.htm containing stuff like The Evil 
Henchman's Guide, her picks are consistently worth 
finding.

As indicated earlier, there's little club news here. 
Which is actually a relief to those of us lucky enough 
not to live downwind of Perth Amboy. But on Nov 8, if 
you care, members are trooping off to see Starship 
Troopers at the Hazlett multiplex, with diner dinner 
afterwards. I'd say bring Pepto-Bismol. If not for the 
gravy fries, for tire flick.

This week's lead article is a political editorial on 
conspiracy theories. Specifically, the theory that Bill 
Clinton is an evil mastermind. Mark's view is that, 
with all the scandals tried out on him, "Clinton has 
either got to be relatively innocent or the greatest 
criminal and legal mind this country has ever seen." I 
do like that "relatively." But you might as well hold 
your breath, Mark. BUlophobes (are you there, Ray?

Proper Boskonian 
Joseph?) will simply scan that sentence and pounce. 
"AHA! So you admit it!"

Mark's a convicted film buff. Two movies exam
ined this ish: The Devil's Advocate and Shall We 
Dance?

The first has a young lawyer (Keanu Reeves) hired 
by a NYC firm at which he soon discovers a mael
strom of malignance swirling around the head partner 
(Al Pacino). Mark scrupulously avoids telling you 
Pacino's evil secret identity, but as an attorney himself 
Mark's just being coy: we can all guess it early on. 
Hell, the guy's a lawyer. We expect it.

Let's pause to address the biggest problem with 
MT Void's killing schedule: writing quality. Frankly, it 
more than occasionally feels rushed, choppy, incom
plete, sometimes unproofread. Not surprising, really. 
However, the same's true of zines with much saner 
schedules. (OK, OK, mea culpa.)

You'll see, though, that Mark's best writing goes 
into his film reviews. Of Pacino's character: "He is in 
bed figuratively with the rich and powerful. He is in 
bed literally with [the] sleek and sexy ... [Pacino] 
gives a high-energy performance that would steal a 
scene from a puppy." This movie he likes: "it stands 
among the best horror films we have seen on the 
screen in the last few years."

Shall We Dance? — a film about a Japanese 
salaryman who finds happiness in the tawdry world 
of ballroom dancing — he finds less satisfactory for 
American viewers. Mark's keen on Japanese culture 
and is afraid we'll miss nuances here. For instance, 
"One of the characters takes a strip of dried squid and 
dances it on the top of a restaurant table." Which was 
"lost on most of our audience who probably did not 
recognize what it was that was dancing." It was food, 
Mark. We knew that much. Relax, will you? Trust us.

Finally, Evelyn Leeper contributes a short review 
of a great event: a new SF book by mainstream literary 
icon John Updike. Unfortunately, "one doesn't get 
much of a coherent view of the [novel's] post-apoca
lyptic future except to learn that some middle-aged 
men prefer positions other than the missionary one. 
Whoopee."

http://www.erols.com/
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Letters of Comment
May 10,1997 

Dear Ms. Hertel:

Beautiful and interesting cover on MO, but I can’t help won
dering about the possibilities of—back pain... The back cover 
is beautiful too. 1 liked the interior illos also, including the 
bad mushrooms. And 1 can’t wait to see what happens next in 
Ian Gunn’s Space*Time Buccaneers.

The Cineophile reviews (Best Dramatic Presentation Hugo) 
are excellently written, though I disagree with his opinion of 
Babylon 5. I’m not saying it should win, but I'm sorry he didn’t 
see more episodes; and, in my opinion, this year’s episodes 
aren’t as good as last year’s, though they have their moments. 
(Which episodes did you see, Bob?) Re: Hamlet. Breaking 
the Waves, and The Island of Dr. Moreau—well-categorized 
(The Insane).

I enjoyed Evelyn C. Leeper's article on her travels in Japan. 
She is, as always, thorough. This is an excellent primer for 
anyone planning to travel there; she might consider printing it 
up as a booklet. By the way, what is the difference between 
western and Japanese toilets? Be sure to put this in the book
let. Re: Hello Kilty... I have enclosed a mini-tablet with Hello 
Killy on the cover. Re: the comics. I have Keiji Nakazawa's I 
Saw It: A Survivor ’s True Story—very interesting.

Td like to mention that on AOL’s Learning& Culture channel: 
Books & Writing: Fictional Realm: Fantasy Forum is a folder 
for fanzines. If anyone is on AOL, maybe they could check 
the folder out, possibly post some items and get people’s at
tention. And post in other folders and mention this folder. (I’d 
hate to lose it.) There are a lot of people online who would 
love to get in on the fun we’re having if they only knew about 
it.

Hopefully. Joy V. Smith

May 19, 1997 
Dear Lisa:

I happen to hold the dinosaurian opinion that it is not Science 
Fiction unless it is the printed word on paper. Of course, not 
all printed words on paper are Science Fiction, but I do not 
feel that any filmed or taped or other visually prepared item 
is any type of Science Fiction even though it may be interest
ing or even very good; in other words, Science Fiction is a 
medium which people read. As such I do not consider “media 
fen” to be Science Fiction fans except insofar as they are also 
readers of Science Fiction. Now I know that this beggars the 
question of just who is a Science Fiction fan given the pro
pensity of long-time fans to no longer read Science Fiction - 
but let us leave it at that for the nonce. The reason 1 wrote the 
above is that it is the reason why I always ignore the Hugo 
Awards devoted to movies and such and fanzine arkles devoted 
to same. Bob Devney should re-devote himself to fanzine re
views.

Travelogues are arkles which are sometimes very interesting 
(and sometimes not), depending upon the perspicacity and 
acquity of the traveler and his or her ability to transfer his or 
her observations to the printed word in an interesting manner. 
It is for this reason that I printed a travel piece by the Irish 
John Berry in my fanzine Holier Than Thou and it is obvi
ously why you printed Evelyn Leeper’s Japanese trip report. It 
is also why many fans include trip report parts in their con 
reports. This is also why fan funds like TAFF and DUFF re
quest that the winners of these funds produce trip reports.

Lloyd Penny's mention of Wild Heirs Heritage Reprint col
umn reminds me that Terry Carr’s Entropy Reprint column 
(which migrated through many fanzines before winding up in 
my Holier Than Thou) was a similar endeavor—a reprint of a 
classic fannish arkle (with an introduction by T. Carr). I appre
ciated this column as much as did my readers and I appreciate 
those who produce these arkles: after all, with fanzines reach
ing limited audiences 1 feel that re-printing good parts of our 
written heritage is a Good Thing To Do—and it is a fine ser
vice for fans who were not reading fanzines when these clas
sic arkles first saw the light of day.

Lloyd Penny’s mention of Harry Warner’s fan writer dun
geon—WOW, does that ring some bells! Aussiefan Marc 
Ortlieb came up with an arkle about this for an issue of Holier 
Than Thou. Seeing the possibilities I send the arkle to Harry 
and Harry rose to the occasion and followed up on it with a 
“tongue-in-cheek” installment of the All My Yesterdays col
umn which he was running in my zine. 1 ran both arkles in the 
same issue (leading off with Harry’s arkle which read like “the 
real thing”, following it up with Marc’s arkle). English fan Skel 
(Paul Skelton) picked up on this and wrote an arkle “berating” 
me for letting the cat out of the bag. Great fun all around.

Faanishly yours, Marty Cantor

May 27, 1997 
Dear Helmuth and the gang:

JMS the Ghod could have had the biggest part of the Best Dra
matic Presentation ballot all to himself, sharing it only with 
two fifties movies, Mars Attacks and Earth Versus the Fly
ing Saucers—1996. But no, he had to be sportsmanlike and 
withdraw “Za Dum Dum” and “Wart Without End” so that his 
Babalonies could march in and vote “Severed Creams” a rocket. 
(For all the dramatic presentations after Mars Attacks, please 
read Independence Day, “Z’ Ha’ Dum”, “War Without End”, 
and “Severed Dreams” respectively; this parenthesis inserted 
for the convenience of the ill-informed—all parodies the re
sponsibility of Bob Devney except the first which is mine, all 
mine, ha ha you fool soon the world will be MINE ....)

“Babalonies,” however, is not something to kid about. JMS 
filled: a 2000-capacity auditorium at L.A.Con and then did it 
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again! Access to the Internet affords one the spectacle of deep, 
serious discussion of all the rich, multi-layered and 
multi-textured meaning of B5. It seems rather like the discus
sions of Robert Jordan. I suppose we ought to be grateful that 
there is an Internet or fanzines might end up looking like that. 
The horror, the horror.

If Gulliver s Travels was 4 hours and 18 minutes on Devney's 
videotapes, it must have been an expanded version. The 
miniseries was two two-hour slots which, when allowing for 
commercials and duplicate credits (presumably the tape would 
not have had the credits after the Voyage to Brobdingnag and 
rhe intro before the Voyage to Laputa.&c.), works out to three 
hours and some. The usual allowance is about fifteen minutes 
an hour for commercials and credits, modified by hour shows 
having only half as many—and in this case, a two-hour show 
having only a quarter as many. A "Director’s Cut”, perhaps? 
"Swift's satirical emphasis. .. scorchingall abusers of human 
reason." And users of it, too. The Academy at Lagado is a bit
ter satire of the Royal Society, rhe Royal Society was associ
ated with Swift’s target Sir Isaac Newton. Newton is on the 
receiving end of a few of those barbs, too. Here Swift was 
letting politics take precedence:

But what I chiefly admired, and thought altogether un
accountable. was the strong disposition 1 observed in 
them towards news and politics, perpetually enquiring 
into public affairs, giving their judgments in matters 
of state, and passionately disputing every inch ofa party 
opinion. I have indeed observed the same disposition 
among most of the mathematicians I have known in 
Europe, although I could never discover the least anal
ogy between the two sciences; unless those people 
suppose, that because the smallest circle hath as many 
degrees as the largest, therefore the regulation and 
management of the world require nomore abilities than 
the handling and turning ofa globe. But I rather take 
this quality to spring from a very common infirmity of 
human nature, inclining us to be more curious and con
ceited in matters where we have least concern, and for 
which we are least adapted either by study or nature.
- Gullivers Travels. Part 111, Chapter 2

Kenneth Branagh’s Hamlet has a ghost. It also has Blenheim 
Palace and its owner, the Duke of Marlborough. Would that 
have made The First Churchills or Young Winston eligible in 
their times? Perhaps The Island of Dr. Moreau would have 
gone better if Marlon Brando had played the title.setting, rather 
than the title character.

The NBC miniseries of Gulliver's Travels ended the Third 
Voyage with him getting offofGlubdubdribb, the Island of the 
Sorcerers, and not traveling to the next stop that he had done 
in the book. So Evelyn Leeper filled in that lack for us.

1 recall reading a few years ago about a little problem with the 
Yusukuni (heretofore 1 have seen it rendered as the“Yasukuni” 

Shrine) Shrine. A Japan Self-Defence Force soldier who had 
died on duty was added to the list of those enshrined there. It 
is possible to pray to those who have fallen for Japan. The new 
god’s widow seemed less than enthralled by the matter, but 
then she was Christian and had certain feelings about praying 
and divinities.

“Burakumin” shows the evolution of euphemisms into taboo 
words. Some Japanese dictionaries do not have the word 
“burakumin”. But it was introduced after the war as an accept
able term to replace the derogatory term “eta”. So now 
“burakumin” has the same negative connotation as “eta" had 
had. Or. as Arthur Hlavaty so eloquently put it: “Johnny called 
me a bad name! He said I was ‘exceptional!’” All you ninja 
fans will have to come to the realization that among those 
"dirty” occupations that were reserved for eta were assassina
tions. Yes, if the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles went to Japan 
they would find that they were despised burakumin.

Paul Fussell, who would have been a platoon leader hitting the 
beaches of Japan, wrote an essay discussing the means of his 
survival, titled "Thank God for the Atom Bomb’’. After its pub
lication in The New Republic, many wrote in commenting both 
pro and con on the matter. One of the more noteworthy re
sponses was from a Japanese near-conscript then, one of those 
who would have died facing the gaijin invaders, who agreed 
with Fussell. What made the comment so particularly note
worthy was that he had been in Hiroshima when it was bombed. 
"Shogun changed all the names for some reason.” In the in
terests of clarity I will point out that James Clavell. author of 
the novel on which the miniseries was based, was the one who 
changed all the names. Amusingly enough, in a used book
store I saw a book blurbed as being “in the tradition of Shogun 
It was a novel about the same events—using the real names. 
(Will Adams, the English navigator ofa Dutch ship wrecked 
on Japan, became an advisor to leyasu -the "Blackthorne” and 
"Lord Toronaga” of Shop un respectively.)

"[The] current Emperor would rather live in the Imperial Pal
ace in Tokyo, which has electricity. One suspects it has been 
more modernized than just that.” The Imperial Palace in To
kyo was built in thenineteen-sixties. Meiji moved from Kyoto 
to Edo/Tokyo in the eighteen-sixties.

To continue the question raised by Lloyd Penney, Veritable 
Fannish Institution: Is Barnaby Rapoport's fanzine 7.ina what 
you get when Xcna. Warrior Princess 
drinks Zima Malt Liquor?

Just remember what Bob Bloch said 
in “Fandom Is a Way of Life”: 
“When ignorance is Blish, ’tis folly 
to be wise.”

Art by Ian Gunn
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Dear Editor:

29 May 1997

Glad to have received Proper Boskonian #40. Another fanzine 
with a trip report. 1 love trip reports, especially the ones I write, 
but also enjoy reading those of others.

But Japan? Hmmm, never been there, and have no plans to do 
so in the near future. I have booked a trip to Antartica for this 
November, and a trip to see the total solar eclipse next Febru
ary. This wipes me out financially as far as the rest of 1998 
goes. And when you work for the Post Office, long term plan
ning is mostly wishful thinking anyways. And if you received 
the latest FOSFAX, you will have read my Mother’s report of 
her vacation in India and Nepal. Still, a very good trip report of 
Japan and one that makes me think I should keep the idea of a 
vacation to Japan in the back of my mind. But 1999 would be 
the earliest year for something like that.

As for voting in the Best Dramatic Presentation Hugo, I'll have 
to pass, on the grounds of not having seen any of the nomina
tions.

Nor have I been tempted to return to the world of e-mail and 
the Internet. Lack of any real motivation, I suppose, and a dis
like of junk e-mail, spam, letter bombs, and the rest of the bad 
manners that seems to be most peoples ideas of what “free
dom of speech” is about. No, 1 mostly use my computer to 
playgames. As for LOCs like this. I fall back on the DOS EDIT 
program.

I did attend another convention last March, CORFLU, but had 
a miserable time of it due to some new beta-blocker medica
tions my doctor prescribed for my high blood pressure. My 
body is a bit more used to them now, although I still have the 
traditional unfortunate side effects. But shortly after I returned 
from CORFLU, my younger brother had a heart attack and my 
doctor was in no mood to listen to whines about that sort of 
side effect. My next convention may be the 1998 DITTO.

I guess that is all for now.

Yours Aye... Harry Cameron Andruschak

Sun 22 June 97 
Guten Tag.
The covers, front & back, were taken from the Middle Earth 
editions of PENTHOUSE & PLAYBOY respectively, weren't 
they? Good images.

Page ten’s clean, sharp illo by Mercy Van Vlack would've 
made a good cover, too.

Brad Foster’s IIURRYUPANDWAIT was made to be thumb- 
tacked onto military bulletin boards worldwide.

CINEOPH1LE by Bob Devney was the best thing in the ish, 
witty and accurate. His reviews were cogent, pithy, and pretty' 
much pegged the way I felt about those films, too. Even those 
I didn't see.

Alice Lewis’s sketch of a girl and her orm was cozy & warm. 
Note: Placing the by-line with the art is a Good Idea.

Evelyn C. Leeper’s travelogue called JAPAN brought back 
many fond memories from my own 4 year sojourn to Nippon. 
Ian Gunn’s toons added wit charm. All the fun. & no jet-lag.

Gunn’s SPACE*TIME BUCCANEERS, Episode Four, de
lighted me. It was the most fannish part of PB40, (which 
sounds like the sister group of that reggae band from SA), and 
kepi me laughing throughout. A wonderful series. More. If 
You Darc...

FANZINE REVIEW by Lloyd Penney played a trio of the in
ternational dozens rather well, with a couple of clubzines and 
a persuasive plea to pluck the WILD HEIRS—which I shall, 
methinks, eyes watering all the while.. .

LETTERS OF COM MEN!'—Lloyd Penney—Of course you're 
a VFI at 37, since when does age matter?

Harry Cameron Andruschak—In Germany, beer is served 
“kellar-kalt”, or cellar-cold, meaning chilled as if from a deep, 
dark dungeon. Despite this, many Yanks think it’s ‘warm” and 
grouse about it. the twits.

Eric Lindsay - Condolences on your truncated missive. [ED— 
Some of us can’t find Gegenschein, because we are not all 
on-line, although we’re trying... ]

Joseph T. Major - It’s not that I’m riding oft'in all directions, 
it's that getting something pubbed requires pleasing editors. 
And editorial slant leads to tilting at windmills.
And. if there’s water on the Moon, which they now say there 
is, then sure there's air. It’s just not breathable. Yet.

Teddy Harvia -1 thought it was mandatory' for faneds to apolo
gize constantly for being late, and for almost everything else, 
too.

Art by Ian Gunn
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Lisa Major - Maybe you could trap the heat coming off your 
TV. huh? TV sure generates more heat than light, that’s for 
sure. Then again, the radiation will turn you into a coach po
tato. Or so I've heard.

Guy H. Lillian Hl - Ahoy, and avast -isn't that fubbo not 
“fabbo”? (1 speak as a fubbo myself, actually).

Aha, editorial typo considered as a helix of semi-mutual ad
miration, or something Delanyan like that. And what of the 
Freudian implications of the Sheryl Birkhead illo, aimed 
squarely at your masthead? Must give us paws, eh? And since 
when is Joe’s that far away from us? Since he married Lisa, 
perhaps? Ah. fannish confusion.

ILC. Andruschak - What was IN the publication you sent 
along, anyway?

Joseph T. Major - Yr description of the Worldcon as so big 
no one goes anymore cracked me up, true tho’ it be.

Japanese fandom is big, active, and very quirky. That Worldcon 
pulled off ten panels related to that subject is amazing, con
sidering we couldn’t get a twitch out of them even with RAM’s 
help, back in '87. when we did a celebrity autograph auction in 
Misawa.

As for Greg Bear’s Doyle sequel, I suspect any excuse to 
bring another book on dinosaurs into the market will be 
pounced on. No T. Rex jokes, please.

Editor - Thanks for asking about the name Nomi name 
for me.

Teddy Harvia - Aw, come on, who was the Famous Writer no 
one recognized? Or don't you know, either? Also, do pros tend 
to be belligerent, or is it only a predictable small percentile?

Lloyd Penney - You’re right, rock zines tend to be unread
able. Ah. but then, they’re inventing a new form, ahem. Poor 
ignorant things.

Ray Bowie - Style’s how you think. And 1’11 second a Bob 
Devney Hugo nomination, if anybody’ll listen.

Jerry Kaufman - I’ve used what you call interlineations in 
my personal letters ever since 1 can remember, & never knew 
there was a name for it. Thanx for naming one of my vices.

Tom Feller - Wasn't Ford’s assumption that Klingons have 
shorter lifespans based on their ferocity? As they’ve calmed, 
they're lived long enough to die of natural causes.

Joe Mayhew’s Bad Mushroom toon was elegant & hilarious. 
If only the real world were that obvious before retrospect 
kicks in, eh?

Front Cover - What are those Centaurs doing? I mean, I'm not 
an expert on mythological anatomy, but aren’t horse genitals, 
well, between the hind legs?

Back Cover - Miss October 1968, isn't it? How well 1 recall... 
Altogether, No. 40 was another excellent ish ol Proper 
Boskonian, and besides, it upholds the principle of smooth 
transition of power. Long may you edit, Lisa, and, until next 
lime, be soon & write well. And say hi to Ken

Tschdss wisely -
Gene OLD 815 Stewart

01 July 1997
Dear Editor;

Bob Devney asked, in his LoC to Proper Boskonian, 
that what kind of paintings do 1 collect?

My basic ideas: it has to have some personal meaning to me, 
related to a famous book and done by an investment quality
artist. Here is an example from my small, but much prized 
collection:

When I came to this country, the first full length SF novel 1 
read was Robert \AFm\e\Ws Starman Jones. I loved it. I have 
re-read it after some twenty-odd years and it was still as fresh 
and entertaining as ever. I think this is one of his best works. 
1 also liked the cover, a picture of a young “astrogator amid 
his instruments, which was done by John Berkey.

John Berkey is a well known and respected main-stream 
graphic artist. His paintings bring strong bidding if they come 
to an auction. 1 did not have much hope of getting the paint
ing. but 1 wrote to him anyway. It was much to my surprise, 
when he answered, that the painting was still available, also 
at a bargain price, also, that it is a self-portrait and it is the 
first SF painting he has done. 1 promptly snapped it up. But 
there is more. Some time after this Friedlander Publishing 
published his picture book Painted Space, which is full with 
his SF book covers. 1 wanted an autographed copy, however 
buying the book, mailing it to him, getting it back, looked 
just too much of a hassle. Instead 1 wrote to him and sent him 
a check and back came the book with a nice comment in it. 
And 1 waited for the check to be cashed. And waited.... Fi
nally I called him and he told me. he decided not to bother 
with it and gave the book to me as a present. Ain’t he a sweet
heart!

If you are interested in his work, he has the above mentioned 
art-book, he also has a collectible card set. Friedlander Pub
lishing. who also has a gallery in Pittsburgh, has some of his 
paintings. Jane Frank of Worlds of Wonder has a few others, 
including several of the Bill Baldwin covers. (Except one, 
“Galactic Convoy’', which is also mine). His paintings are 
usually mid-sized, 11x15 to 14x22, as he does not like to
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paint on an easel, he usually paints seating, with a board on 
his lap. He also uses not acrylic or oil, but something called 
'casein which he mixes himself and claims that it stands up 
well to aging.

His paintings usually sell in the S1.500 - 2.500 range, but you 
can get a much better price if you deal directly with him, if he 
still has the painting in his possession. A courteous letter goes 
a long way with him.

with Best Regards;
Tom Endrey

14 August 1997 
Dear Lisa

I hanks for Proper Boskonian 41. We are sort of edging to
wards thinking about beginning to consider the question of 
putting out another issue of our own fanzine, but right now 
London (and southern Britain in general) swelters in the grip 
ol a heat wave and it’s, like, too damn hot (man) tospend much 
time on such things at present. Instead I’m drinking chilled 
white wine and learning to wear a sarong because it's a great 
deal cooler (I won't go into the details why. although I'm sure 
you can guess). If they can do it in the Pacific, why not in a 
British summer.... (Although I haven't got as far as wearing 
one to work- leggings are one thing, but skirts something 
else!)

My attention this time was caught by Marty Cantor's peculiar 
argument that science fiction can only be considered science 
fiction when it appears in book form, and not in any other. Yet 
a definition based on the medium in which it happens to be 
disseminated is logically unsustainable, since what happens 
when a work is translated from book form into another? Is 
Cantor seriously suggesting that Robert Heinlein's Starship 
Troopers is science fiction, while Paul Verhoeven's forthcom
ing film of it is not? That H. G. Wells's The Island Of Dr 
Moreau is science fiction, but that the three films made from 
it are not? (Leave aside for the moment the separate question 
of whether any of them were any good.) That Orson Welles's 
famous radio adaptation of The War Of The Worlds is not sci
ence fiction? Or what about works translated from other me
dia into book form, such as all the Star Trek and Star Wars 
novelisations—are we supposed to accept that the original 
scripts are not science fiction, but that by being recast in a 
narrative form they magically become so? Never mind trans
lations from other, less obvious media, such as a role-playing 
space mercenary game (the name of which escapes me) which 
formed the basis of a series of novels turned out in the early 
eighties by (if memory serves) Jefferson Swycaffer-if Can
tor wishes to argue that such a source is not science fiction, 
then how can he accept the books as such? Clearly, therefore. 
Cantor s attempted distinction is nonsense, and we have to 
rely, as ever, on definitions relating to the work’s content, or 
the perspective from which it views the world, or whichever 
is our preferred means of identifying science fiction. (A dif

ferent definition for each of us. no doubt, but then what's new?)

I was going to pass over the comments on Babylon 5 because 
(here it comes) I've never seen an episode—but then, last night, 
quite by accident....

Some context first. The series began showing in the UK around 
three years ago, but because of certain programme schedulers' 
prejudice that anything with an alien in it is essentially juve
nile the series was relegated to what's called the “kidult" 
period—that is, the hours 6.00pm to 9.00pm. when it's assumed 
that adults come home from work and before children arc put 
to bed. so that they are able to watch TV together. (You have to 
remember that satellite and cable channels have a very small 
share of the total UK audience, and that in consequence the 
four—now live—network channels still tend to cater for what's 
seen as a ‘'national'’ audience. Segmentation and niche-mar
keting is arriving, but much UK television programming re
mains in the shadow of the first thirty years of broadcasting 
history, when—social historians have argued—television acted 
to unite the country by giving the population en masse imme
diate access to important events, such as the coronation of 
Queen Elizabeth 11, the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, the 1996 World 
Cup, the Moon Landing, and so forth.) Because we don’t have 
a VCR, and don't leave work until 6.00pm or later, we there
fore missed the first couple of years-and although the broad
casts were later shifted to the weekend, my awareness of it as 
a continuing serial decided me against trying to pick up the 
threads of what people assured me was a very convoluted story. 
But last night an episode followed right on the heels of some
thing else (having clearly been shifted again), and having read 
many exchanges about Babylon 5 (in both Proper Boskonian 
but also, for some months past, the letters pages of Inter
zone) I thought Td give it a try.

The episode was written by Straczynski himself, was entitled 
“■Falling Towards Apotheosis” (a word which suggests a supe
rior level of mental effort), and began promisingly with a Vbrlon 
attack on long-range colony worlds which had once been 
touched (inhabited?) by something called Shadow. But then 
the plot stalled; and within no time we had descended into 
ridiculous sub-57 ar Trek nonsense about Wise Old Aliens who 
by the laying on of hands can redirect certain energies and 
bring people back to life for another twenty years or so. The 
Wise Old Alien even had a long Confucius-style beard, doubt
less to make him appear inscrutable as well—while an Evil 
Alien, subjected to repeated blaster fire, transformed itself 
into a ravening octopus of ectoplasmic force which sucked 
other people's essences with it out through the hull of the 
ship. Elsewhere, a loony emperor planned to translate him
self into a god by allowing the Vorlons to incinerate his 
planet—although it was not immediately clear why this required 
him and his entourage to swan about in Napoleonic-era cos
tumes. I'he dialogue was wooden, the acting television-cliche. 
1 watched it to the end, but I was left with one thought: what
ever do people see in this rubbish?
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Fans of the series will doubtless respond by agreeing that 
this was not one of the most engaging episodes, that there 
have been better, that it was primarily a filler between events 
which happened earlier and events to come, that the intellec
tual level of the series as a whole is greater than that of (say) 
Deep Space Nine (another series I’ve never seen—come to 
that. I've never seen an episode of Star Trek: The Next Gen
eration either, since that too has always been broadcast in 
the “kidult” period). But if Babylon 5 has been planned with 
a five-year life, and if it's supposed to have a heavy political 
and literary sub-text, why has it succumbed to the repetition 
of TV sci-fi formula junk (Wise Old Aliens, etc.)? And why. 
if it's sunk this low. has it not been canceled, given the pro
pensity of US networks to dump series which show the slight
est degree of slippage?

All TV science fiction aspires to the condition of soap op
era. suggested Interzone editor David Pringle in response to 
the exchanges on his letters pages-so perhaps a slump into 
formula after a certain period of time is inevitable. (And per
haps accounts for the terrible acting—after three or four years 
on the trot, they all must feel like a good long rest.) But just 
because what is now ropey old nonsense was once quite 
spiffing is no reason to continue supporting it. surely?

Yours in anticipation of one or two cries of anguished rage(!) 
Joseph Nicholas
(Our motto: “Death to the Spice Girls!'')

July 19. 1997 
Dear Boskonians
Well, at least I'm not overly quick in responding to zines these 
days! I have a plethora of excuses-you may pick one or two as 
you wish.... The printer died .... The printer was away being 
repaired.... The termites came through the floor in two places 
(let the mind run rampant over why that one might cause a loc 
to be delayed).... The copper pipes (acid water) are slowly being 
eaten through and I've been overseeing the plumbers as they 
try to figure out some way to solve the problem for me until 
I end up moving.... My sister asked for her third of the selling 
price of the farm, so I have been trying to figure out how to do 
that and still end up with enough money to buy a place to live 
(at current market prices, my third of the sale of the 55 acres 
will be about half what I’dneed tobuyaplace-whee!).... 1 still 
haven’t perfected the 36-hour day.

Ooh ... it's worse than 1 thought—I have numbers 38 and 40 in 
front of me. so 39 should be around some place and I am far 
too lazy to go see if I. somehow, already locced that one. For
give me!?

Joe does have a unique (Puckish) style and deserves that I lugo 
nomination! (As does lan)

Hm—the art on the cover of #40 is by Patricia Pierce-Phillips 
. a tad reminiscent of Sherlock and Ranson...x\om that is a 

combination. The back cover reminds me more of Ruth 
Thompson’s work. Ah, so Lisa is not a zineheacl (a term I 
believe Linda Michaels first used).

Boh Dewey i comments about voting (for the Hugos) remind 
me that I need to pull out that ballot and do just that (but I'll 
probably wait until the very last moment or end up 
forgteeint—I’ve forgotten before!).

Since I haven't been to a Worldcon in quite a while, the listing 
of the gifts given to the Hugo nominees was interesting ... 
wonder what LoneStarCon 2 will hand out?

Wish I have more hours in the day to doodle and a photocopy
ing place close at hand ... but, since 1 don’t. I'll have to make 
do with things the way they are and continue to be frustrated 
over the lack of time to try to sketch out what is inside the 
head. Sigh.

Quipu's (hope I spelled that correctly-again, too lazy to go 
check) Vicki R. ran her trip report of visiting Hong Kong—and 
1 await one made after (he conversion. 1 always appreciate 
reading about the Orient, but it has never been a place 1 felt 
compelled to visit. Reading of others' joys in the visiting is 
enough. My brother visits Japan at least once or twice a year 
on business for GE and I can't absorb the (pardon the term) 
alien-ness of the culture, but I can enjoy reading about it.

This year's Hugo ballot is rekindling the flame about cam
paigning to get on the ballot-that has long been accepted in 
the professional arena, but is less frequently done in fannish 
categories . I have my own thoughts on it—if ya have to ask 
people to nominate _, then it wasn't something
that came to mind as extra special. But. I've also seen some 
nom inations that were long overdue simply because some cam
paigning took place... uh. I guess that means I'm sorta am
bivalent about it. Sigh-nothing like a ghood strong maybe.

Sheryl Birkhead
A
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1997-8-16
Editor
Proper Boskonian

PB #41 received. Leeper mentioned in her Boskone 34 re
port about a panel on crossover novels. 1 was interested to 
compare that with a pane! at Conversion 14 (Calgary. July 18 
to 20, 1997) on the same subject. Panelists on both mentioned 
the trouble that bookstores had in filing them. The Conversion 
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panel agreed that crossover stories fail more often than they 
succeed, and they have to be better than average to convince 
publishers to handle them.

loronto in 2003's first progress report came out in early Au
gust. In addition to a history of previous Toronto Worldcons 
(both of them), there are updates on all the scurrying and hur
rying going on behind the scenes as the bid starts to fill in the 
details.

With regards.
Dale Speirs
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Aug 20, 97
Ms. Hertel.

Interesting covers by Teddy I larvia on Proper Boskonian # 
77. 1 think I've got the visual pun. (Three? Three?!) Good 
interior art too; I especially liked Diana Harlan Stein’s cats 
and dragons.

Another thorough con report (Boskone 34) by Evelyn I ,eeper. 
I enjoyed the excellent “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. E-mail" panel re
port. (Yes, I spend a lot of time online, and 1 don't waste it 
flaming people.) 1 liked “Turning a Good Book into a Bad 
Movie" also. (There were other interesting panels too; I’d 
hate to try to get to them all in real time.) Thank you, Evelyn, 
for all those great quotes that I would have missed otherwise.

More good quotes, of course, from Bob Devney (from 
Boskone) with well-done transitions and editing. (What a job!) 
Loved the “CelestiCon Report" (poem) too. Bob.

Looking forward to the next episode of “Space * Time Bucca
neers" by Ian Gunn. I low is he going to wind this up?

Mustn’t forget another good poem, “The Neo’s Lament.”

What a great idea! Putting excerpts from old PBs on the 
NESFA web site. Will visit soon. Do you mind if 1 post that 
portions of old PBs will soon be appearing on theNESFA web 
site?

Appreciatively,
Joy V. Smith
Pagadan@aol.com
(I have been unsuccessful so far in gening PB on the web- 
- Editor)

Aug 22, 97 
Dear Lisa:

Thanks for the zine. I'm afraid Evelyn Leeper has the names 
backwards in the John Norman anecdote. Zeno was the 
famous Greek philosopher. Xeno was a warrior prince with 
his own television show. There was some talk about same- 
sex involvements, but, hey, it was ancient Greece.

The only resistance to on-line fanzines Tve seen is worry about 
the threat of one of them winning the Fanzine Hugo. They have 
too many readers; they campaign actively for the award. ... I 
think I’ve seen this picture before.

It is interesting to note that Joe Mayhew considers himself a 
ye nt a, but the word means “a nagging old woman" and has noth
ing to do with introducing people to each other.

There is something terrifying about Thomas Easton's remark 
that to do a timely review of a new sf book, he has to get it on 
disk before it’s gone into production. If publishing technol
ogy gets any faster, it will have to bring with it a device en
abling the reviewer to scan the writer’s brain as the book is 
being written.

Arthur D. Hlavaty
hlavaty@panix.com

September I, 1997 
Dear Lisa:
Look at that date...if you were wondering where we were at 
LoneStarCon, we weren't. There’s another Worldcon we 
missed! We haven’t been to one since Winnipeg, but we are 
hopeful about getting to Baltimore and Chicago. I will con
sole myself with as much fanzine fanac as I can do in my own 
office, and that means getting Iocs out into the mail, such as 
this one for issue 41 of Proper Boskonian. (Pray for no Canada 
Post strike!)

Goncradulations on renewing the editorial contract for an
other year. It’s quite a job for a club the size of NESFA. Sorry, 
I have no e-mail or Web access, not even the local freenet, 
which is far from being free. A written letter will simply have 
to do.

Boskone panel Reviewing as Hazardous Duty... it becomes 
hazardous only when you are reckless in your prose, if you 
are writing a negative review, defend your views and explain 
them. A simple KTF review, full of acid and bile, explains noth
ing, and is more of a preview of your character than of the 
book/zine/movie. Perhaps, a balance must be set in your_re- 
view. for nothing is ever totally good or bad. This reminds 
me... Lisa, you wanted more fanzine reviews from me: I think 
you said this in issue 40. My job hunt keeps me away from 
doing most of the writing I want to do. but I will try to put 
together some reviews for issue 42 or 43.

mailto:Pagadan@aol.com
mailto:hlavaty@panix.com
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1 wonder about the future of fandom and the Net/Wcb ... how 
much fannish communication is conducted there? Will that 
percentage increase? I know of several cons that restrict its 
committee members to those with Net/Web access only, 
which leaves out more fans than you might think. Will fandom 
go totally online soon, with e-zines and virtual cons? What 
will happen to the social aspect of cons and zines, which is 
part of the root of fandom?

Bob Devney’s CelestiCon Report is great! Now THIS is the 
kind of poetry I can enjoy in a fanzine. Bob. I’ve been to told 
to hit an institution several times; I’ve just never been called 
one.

Tuckerization strikes again! I shall be a character in Robert J. 
Sawyer's first hardcover novel Illegal Alien. Dr. Lloyd Penney, 
forensic psychologist, with a penchant for tacky, tropical or 
Hawaiian shirts. (Those who know w'hat my wardrobe looks 
like will consider this typecasting.) The book's out this De
cern ber.
I'm out of zine, I'm out of time, and I'm nearly out of paper. 
Time to sign off, say my thanks, and I look forward to the next 
issue. See you in Montreal!

Lloyd Penney
(Lloyd and I had a long, pleasant chat at Concept at the 
end of September. -Editor)

To: pb@nesfa.org
Sep I, 97

Art by Em Gunn

Laurraine Tutihasi 
llutihasi@aol.com 
http://mcmbcrs.aol.com/ltutihasi

This is a greatly lardy LoC. Until recently. 1 was overex
tended. especially as I seem to be running out of steam 
as 1 get older. There arc some remedies for this prob
lem. but we can discuss that some other lime. I also 
moved in June, and that kept us busy starting about 
a couple of months before then and is still keep
ing us busy. Besides, I'm learning that owning a 
house is much more time-consuming than own
ing a condo. We would have been happy with a 
condo of the proper size, but we bought this 
house because of the neighbourhood. Also, we 
can always plan on making the house bigger later.

1 enjoyed the retrospective on Proper 
Boskonian's history. “SF. UFOs, and a Sense of Won 
dcr” was also interesting. As an avid fan of “Babylon 5," 1 also 
enjoyed the article about its literary roots. The Blish article was 
interesting. Many years ago, I did some research into the same 
topic; the article reminded me that 1 have yet to read all his books.

I think the letters section needed some sort of title. It sort of 
suddenly started right after the articles and left me wondering 
whether the article 1 had just finished reading had really been
a letter. 

nothing controversial. Thank you for keeping me on your 
mailing list.

LaurraincTutihasi

To: pb@nesfa.org
Sep 7. 97

As you can see if you noticed that I recently sent a LoC on 
issue 38,1 am catching up with things at a fair pace. 1 still have 
a way to go, but 1 think 1 have a chance at this rate.

I enjoyed the fiction in this issue. I like stories like “Mac” 
that leave the reader thinking.

As a denizen of Southern California. I also enjoyed Ian Gunn's 
“Hollywood Cliches".

1 admit I didn’t read all of Evelyn Leeper’s LACon report. 
However, I particularly appreciated her coverage of the panel 
“Why Ls Fandom So White?” and its companion piece “Why Is 
Science Fiction So White?” I particularly wanted to go to the 
first one and can no longer remember why 1 didn’t get to it. 
On the other hand, that was a really lousy weekend for me 
healthwise. I wasn’t feeling good most of the time, so 1 wasn’t 
up to my usual speed. It turned out to have something to do 
with my advancing years, but we can go into that another time.

Your letters section seemed a bit short, but 1 guess it’s be
cause there was so little time between this issue and the 

last.

I know I have another issue, or maybe even two, 
waiting for me in my “to be read" pile: so 1 look 

forward to more good writing in the next 
issuc(s).

9-9-97
Greetings Lisa—

Issue 41 looked great—loved that touch of color on the cover! 
1 hope Ken passed on my remaining two fillios in your art 
files. (Evidently he had not gotten any when he became edi
tor.) I'll try to replace submissions as you use them, ‘cause I 
want to keep getting PB. bt I also don’t want to flood you! If 
you’ve got those last 2, 1’11 wait to see them in print before 
sending more. Otherwise, let me know.

Other than my little quibble about the letters section, 1 found
Thanx—
Brad Foster

mailto:pb@nesfa.org
mailto:llutihasi@aol.com
http://mcmbcrs.aol.com/ltutihasi
mailto:pb@nesfa.org
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(Thanks to Ken’s dilligent work, I still have a hack-log of 
art, hut will need more this spring. Be assured that we never 
throw out anything—Editor)

Sept 16, *97
Dear /JZters,
REALLY like the Harvia covers! The red is just the perfect 
touch.

If you are familiar with Real Musgrave's Pocket dragons, I 
can really sec Diana Harlan Stein's illoon page 4 redone with 
a Pocket Dragon and done up as a collectible.

Sigh—just dense—you'll have to explain the cover puns—I 
think I only found one.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. E-mail makes me just as happy I can't af
ford to go on-line.

Nice to see so much of lan Gunn's work. I suspect that the 
trade name done in the product on page 18 is an Australian 
one—or did I just totally miss the point?

Please drop a note (post card, or in with next ish) if you want/ 
need art (flllios, title, cover...let me know)-—and I’ll sec if 1 
can help.

Between the reports in PB. being on the I lugo ballot, and know
ing Joe went to the Worldcon—he's been mighty busy...and 
made a showing (of which to be very proud) in the balloting.

Before the Worldcon 1 had heard there MIGHT be a collec
tion of the “coffeepots” at the con, but 1 haven’t heard any
thing since then. I had hoped to see all the others which showed 
up if I couldn't be there.

1 was pleased that there is a TAFF race. 1 don't know if I mis
understood or what, but I thought this year would be passed— 
assuming I'm correct—I’m glad the race IS on.

Just heard on TV that a new chip storage method has been 
invented • making the memory in “your” computer obsolete.
Hmm—since mine already IS obsolete is it now desolate?

Let me know- Sheryl Birkhead
(The three puns were:
1. The guy with the suitcase was facing right ("proper")
2. The robots were wearing "proper” attire
5. Some robots had star bowties (Stars. Deep in the Heart 

of Tuxes)
Teddy says none were intentional and refuses to pay. We’ve 
started extradition papers. —Editor)

26 September 1997 
Dear Editor:

fhanks for sending PB-41, which arrived some time ago.

Alas, I still seem to be very; very tired when I get home from 
work, thanks to my medications, and it has been hard to get up 
the motivation to LOC. In addition, the last month has seen 
me undergo a huge amount of dental work, including 4 new 
crowns, removal of all my wisdom teeth, and removal of $3. 
200 from my savings to pay for it. A legacy of my 20 years of 
alcoholism when Thunderbird was my mouthwash.

Tli is is why you arc getting only th is short note this time around. 
1 am tired, depressed at my ruined bank account, and wish 1 
had more energy' to do something SUBSTANTIAL about the 
fanzine pile. But I did read the ‘zine, it did cheer me up for 
awhile, and 1 do appreciate it.

Yours Aye... Harry Cameron Andruschak
(I hope this issue finds you in better spirits—Editor)

Tue 14 Oct 97 
Dear Boskonians, whether Proper or not,
First, the cover was a masterwork. Harvia at his best. Suitable 
for framing. The cover, not Teddy. Although, come to think of 
it, he was guilty of some visual punning. A crime probably no 
worse than painting-by-word, but still.

Really, though, the cover was great.

Boskone 34 by Evelyn C. Leeper - I like the format and the 
detail. It’s clear and lets the reader attend vicariously. Excel
lent reporting.

On screens, we’re used to instant gratification. Games, TV, 
even watching the letters appear as one touches the keys. Given 
that, perhaps flaming is just a way of getting feedback from 
what's basically an unresponsive medium of exchange. It brings 
out the beast in people via frustration, a lack of immediacy. 
Whereas, with people face-to-face, the resonance is right there. 
Bruce Sterling’s superb 77o/v Fzre—not a reference to flam
ing, by the way—touches on this point.

Ian Gunn’s drawings enlivened things, too. What a range.

Orbita Dicta by Bob Devney—I’m not sure which I like more, 
the comments or the commentary on them.

Once again, a Gunn-slinging of illos that pegged things prop
erly. Hooray.

CelestiCon Report by Bob Devney—Sums things up beauti
fully. especially the final couplet.

Ian Gunn’s Space*Tinie Buccaneers continues to be my 
favorite comic strip. The art's great, but some of those lines 
slay me. They're devastatingly witty & wild. More.

The Neo’s Lament by Michael A. Burstein and Harold Feld 
- Filk at its filkiest. although I'd question if it’s just neophytes 
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who feel this way. And once again, the final couple lines zap 
straight to the heart of the matter.

I'd like to thank Lisa Hertel for editing my own Compressed 
Review of Sterling’s Holy Eire from the general blather of 
my letter of comment. Thanks for spotting it and setting it 
apart, where maybe it will lead more readers to that book & 
writer.

And Patricia Pierce Phillips’ art was wonderful, if only meta
phorically pertinent. We’re all hooded falcons until blessed 
by the holy fire, eh?

Letters of Comment - Mary Cantor’s letter opened with the 
opinion that it ain't sf‘less it's ink on paper. She ought to 
check out Kurt Vonnegut's new one. Timequake, in which he 
says, basically, that novelists are acculturated. meaning that 
they're clinging to a moribund art form already largely re
placed by digital audio-video, etc. It’s the story that’s sf or 
not. not the format.

Although some of today's formats are verging on the st"nal. 
that’s for sure.

Joseph T. Major's letter was full of good stuff, as usual. I par
ticularly enjoyed the Swiftian excerpt. We got to see the fed 
Danson version of GULLIVER'S TRAVELS over here in 
AFRTS (the anagram network) land. I liked it. It seemed better 
than other A/V versions 1 vaguely recall. As for the book. I've 
only ever read half, for some reason. And. no. not every other 
word, either, Although that's certainly an idea.

I've been in Japan and didn't feet despised. Ignorance is bliss, 
indeed. .And how about that "looming trade war" ahem? Pay 
the damned port fees, eh?

Bob Devney? You're quite welcome. Also: “If life's so short, 
why are you reading a fanzine?” ought to be PB's motto and 
appear on the masthead every issue.

1. too. enjoy and approve of your approach to fanzine review
ing.

And best of luck, Lloyd and Yvonne, when it comes to winning 
one of those pointy Aurora awards.

My recent reading has included little sf, unless you want to 
count a biography of Jules Verne by Herbert R. Lottman. It 
was subtitled An Exploratory Biography. That meant he of
fered lots of plot summaries of Verne novels you may never 
have heard of. or seen.

Verne wrote and published about 100 novels, so there were 
quite a lew to choose from. This biography was readable, with 
a good balance between personal and literary details. Also, 
it's neither too long nor too short. And I liked the balanced 
way Lottman dealt with various rumors and innuendoes. He 

sifted for factual evidence and minimized anything gossipy or 
catty.

Most fascinating to me were the parallels I noticed between 
Verne and Asimov, of all folks. Both wrote incessantly, were 
very smart, researched efficiently, wasted very little, rarely 
left home, and made relatively bad business decisions with 
publishers while still managing to achieve a measure of wealth 
to go along with wider fame.

Arthur C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury are quoted a couple times 
each, so there’s an sfnal tilt to Lottman's overall viewpoint. 
The book’s recommended.

On the far-less-readable shelf, The Day After Roswell by 
Colonel Philip J. Corso and William J. Birnes is nonfiction, 
supposedly. What it really is defies logic. Either it's a com
prehensive confession and expose confirming all the con
spiracy theories surrounding the government's captive UFO 
and its subsequent effects on many US industries thanks to 
covert leaks of extraterrestrial technology to unknowing 
scientists—pause for air—or it’s a low-end sf novel that lacks 
the grace, or balls, to call itself fiction, perhaps because such 
claptrap wouldn’t prompt much more than sneer or snore in 
genuine sf circles. I opt for the latter analysis. You could read 
this egoboost of paranoia as a pretty good overview of the 
UFO flakes who might be infesting our military and govern
ment, but doing that might prove far too depressing. Aren't 
the unblinking Promise Keepers bad enough?

But genug—

The 41 st PROPER BOSKONI AN was great. Keep ’em com
ing.

May we all find peace, light, and love, or at least a good ex
cuse.

Tschuss wisely -
Gene OLD 815 Stewart






